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Quality

MADE LOCALLY
Inspired innovation in the office

C

ecil Nurse is the leading and
largest provider of contemporary
office furniture solutions in
southern Africa.
How did we reach this position? Let’s
turn back the clock to 1946 when a young
entrepreneur, recently returned to South
Africa from service in World War II,
opened a furniture store in Johannesburg.
From these humble beginnings Cecil
Nurse, a man who believed in quality

The Modern Office.
Designed. Delivered

products and excellent service, built a
family business that expanded to become
the preferred office furniture choice for
companies across the country.
With growth came change, and in 1997
Cecil Nurse became part of the JSE-listed
Bidvest Group. Today Cecil Nurse retains
the values of its founder and delivers
quality products and end-to-end services
from its head office in Johannesburg and
eleven branches located in cities across
southern Africa.
Each of these locations has a showroom
where clients can see, touch and feel
office furniture and accessories. There
they can consult with expert specialists
on their specific needs – from a single
executive chair to refurbishment and
space optimisation of existing offices; to
the planning, design and installation of an
entire new corporate headquarters from
the basement to the boardroom.
Cecil Nurse consults on, delivers and
installs office furniture for clients and

customers throughout South Africa, as
well as in many other African countries.
The office furniture company also
publishes two catalogues The main one
features its full office furniture product
offering, while the second, aptly named
‘On Demand’, features a wide range of
products which are kept in stock and can
be delivered and installed within days
rather than weeks. These catalogues
are available to clients both in print and
online.
Cecil Nurse branded products are
sourced from multiple countries and
manufactured locally at the Cecil Nurse
factory in Cape Town. They are also
the exclusive distributors for innovative
German and prestigious Italian brands.
Their focus is on ergonomic design
which promotes what Cecil Nurse calls
‘Wellness in the Workplace’ – a key factor
for modern day health and productivity.
www.cecilnurse.co.za

B-BBEE Rated - LEVEL 1

0861 OFFICE (633423) | info@cecilnurse.co.za | www.cecilnurse.co.za
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UPHOLSTERY

LEATHER
SYNTHETIC

FABRICS
CUSTOM

FURNITURE

Folding training tables
- Available as Single or Double

Genius boardroom table
With the option of laminate or veneer finishes, Genius is a
range that explores elegance in every aspect, creating a charm
that goes beyond time, space and fashion.

ANNAHIDE BONDED

LEATHER

www.cecilnurse.co.za

FROM IDEA - TO INFINITE POSSIBILITIES
From the purity of a fine design through to it’s finished
form as furniture of unsurpassed style. See how a
creative concept finds it’s life in the most beautiful of
ways when you choose quality Italian leather from
Emmay Trading. Crafting, accenting and realizing
your vision - from idea to ideal.

IMPORTERS & DISTRIBUTORS
Upholstery Leather | Fabrics | Custom Furniture | Components

For more information on
products and services kindly visit:
WWW.EMMAYTRADING.CO.ZA
+27 (83) 700 4067
+27 (0) 11 822 4727
info@emmaytrading.co.za

EMMAYTRADING
& PROCUREMENT

Unit 8, Evergreen Park
471 Sam Green St
Tunney Ext 9
Germiston 1401
South Africa
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EDITORIAL
BOARD

2019 and Beyond

D

esigning Ways’ first edition for 2019, as always,
was such a pleasure to bring together. We
receive so many articles and unfortunately we
cannot place them all. Thank you to everyone sending
through stunning projects, product designs and trade
news.
In the coming months, Designing Ways will be adding
a platform to the website for all the articles, releases
and digital news as well as an overhaul of the website
design.
There are a number of Expos to look out for this year
and we are looking forward to all of them. Please come

and talk to us if you find yourself at Design Joburg
24 -26 May, The Hotel show 23 - 25 June, Decorex
Johannesburg 7 - 11 August. Designing Ways can also
be reached via email editorial@designingways.com for
features, comments or questions
We hope you enjoy reading the February edition as
much as we enjoyed bringing it to you.
We wish all our readers, advertisers and contributors a
wonderful 2019

Designing Ways

Fashion
Fashion for
for furniture
furniture
Contract
ContractFurnishing
Furnishing| |Custom
CustomDesign
Design| |Branding
Branding

Showroom:
Showroom:
Unit
Unit
C6,
C6,
Northlands
Northlands
Deco
Deco
Park,
Park,
Johannesburg
Johannesburg www.themillfabrics.
www.themillfabrics.
co.za
co.za admin@themillfabrics.
admin@themillfabrics.
co.za
co.za+27
+27
1111
704
704
1577
1577
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IMAGE SAINT | IRENE KYRIACOU | REDDECO SA

DESIGNER
PROFILES

Register
Wonderglass - Page 52
Oki Sato is Chief Designer and
Founder of nendo. Born in 1977 in
Toronto, Canada. Received M.Arch.
from WasedaUniversity, Tokyo in
2002. Established design studio
“nendo” in the same year. Activity
in the design world has not been
limited to any one area but is rather
multifarious, spanning from graphic
and product design to designing
furniture, installations, windows,
interiors, and even reaches into
the realm of architecture. Chosen
by Newsweek magazine as one of
“The 100 Most Respected Japanese”
and won many “Designer of the
Year” of major awards include from
Wallpaper* magazine and ELLE
DECOR magazine. Nendo designs
can be found in the Museum of
Modern Art in New York, as well as
Musee des Arts decoratifs and Centre
Pompidou in Paris.

for complimentary TRADE ACCESS

feels like home

DESIGNING FOR AFRICA

21 - 24 MARCH 2019
DURBAN EXHIBITION CENTRE

KWAZULU NATAL’S PREMIER DÉCOR, DESIGN &
LIFESTYLE EXPO
EXTENSIVE TRADE NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES
TO WIDEN YOUR BUSINESS NETWORK AND MAXIMISE YOUR
EXHIBITION EXPERIENCE ONLY AT DECOREX SA.
Distinguished Trade Programme Exclusive To:
Retailers | Interior Designers + Decorators | Architects | Specifiers | Spacial Planners
| Hospitality | Corporate Procurement | Lodges | Property Developers | Landscapers

For more information or to book your stand visit www.decorex.co.za

T’s & C’s apply.
All trade are strictly vetted.
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Wood Venetian Blinds
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Design Indaba- Page 65
Daniel Ting Chong was born in
Cape Town in 1987 and studied
graphic design at Vega. He is
emerging as one of Cape Town’s
top creative talents with a diverse
portfolio that ranges from making
soap and designing socks to
creating restaurant concepts and
illustrations for merchandise or
decorating collectable toys. He has
worked on magazine covers for
the New York Times, on talks for
TedX, won Loerie gold awards and
collaborated with Nike and Puma.
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SPICE
Design Style:
Bohemian
The Bohemian palette is a
celebration of both the new and the
old. The eclectic collection of colour
and texture is a fantastic base from
which to express your personal style.

FIND A BLIND PROFESSIONAL IN YOUR AREA:
Johannesburg
Blinds Express:
010 040 3156
Blinds All Types:
010 040 3155
Blind Time:
010 040 3154
R&C Trading:
010 040 3157
Galaxy Blinds:
010 040 3495
Blind Rage:
010 040 3153
Curtain Club:
010 040 7993
Pretoria
Sakkies Blinders:
Picture Perfect

010 040 3158
010 040 7992

Northern Limpopo
Newton and Strever

064 860 3079

Cape Town
The Best Blind Company: 021 040 3001
Total Blind Design:
021 040 3002

Port Elizabeth
PC Agencies:

087 075 0876

Umhlanga
Aesthetics:

031 040 3192

Ballito
Blinds All of Them:

Klerksdorp
Ridwaans Interiors:

031 040 3191

Knysna
Milk&Honey®:

087 075 0877

Namibia
Windhoek Touch of Style: 061 245 303
Walvis Bay Touch of Syle: 064 220 238

Bloemfontein
Ralph Blinds:

010 040 7100

www.blinddesigns.co.za

010 040 7638

www.windovert.co.za
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AMERICAN Shutters® Security Shutters

A

G

MERICAN Shutters® Security
Shutters have a unique ‘Gear Tilt’
mechanism that differentiates
them in the market.
This innovative design has produced a
shutter with elegant clean lines achieving
the objective to create a security shutter
that perfectly suits interior installations.
Although elegant to look at the shutters
have an extremely sturdy construction
with added security features and a
corrosion resistant finish that makes
them ideal for both indoor and outdoor
installations.
Besides the enhanced appearance
of the shutters, the ‘Gear Tilt’ design
offers practical improvements like
uninterrupted views through the louvres
and a much smoother louvre operation.
The gear mechanism which is hidden
in the framework of the shutter also
improves the privacy and light block
features by enabling the louvres to fit
snugly against the shutter frame. The
overlapping stile design adds further
privacy and eliminates annoying light
seepage between the shutter panels.

Gonsenhausers goes broadloom

onsenhausers recently launched
a first in South Africa, unveiling
Nourison’s Broadloom range at
their Palms showroom in Woodstock.
Nourison’s reputation as a luxury
manufacturer of soft floor coverings spans
almost 40 years, with their premium floor
coverings the result of state-of-the-art
technology, superior materials, covetable
designs and skilled handiwork.
In 2004 they launched their Broadloom
collection of woven carpets. Since then,
the continual addition of designs, colours,
textures, styles and even revolutionary
manufacturing techniques such as handembossing, have redefined the Nourison

brand as a major influencer in both the
residential and commercial flooring
sectors.
Forget the sedate wall to wall
applications you’ve come to expect;
Nourison’s Broadloom offering turns
up the heat with on trend patterns and
finishes that rival rugs in style appeal.
Their Broadloom carpets are woven on
wide vertical looms, allowing for the
manufacturing of large rolls of carpet,
ideal for high end home and hospitality
use.
Nourison’s broadloom offering is also
available in area rugs and runners in any
size imaginable with a convenient 2 to

3-day lead time whilst Gonsenhausers
also offers an installation service for wallto-wall applications.
The Nourison display showcases a wide
variety of carpet designs from ginghams,
checks and animal prints, to geometrics,
florals and more painterly designs.
Furthermore, you’ll be spoiled for choice
with an impressive selection of colours for
each design.
The Nourison Broadloom offering is
worth experiencing for yourself and is
exclusive to Gonsenhausers’ Palms Décor
and Lifestyle Centre showroom.
dw
www.finerugs.co.za

AMERICAN Shutters® security range
offer a locking system accessible from both
sides for access doors and their tamperproof installation prevents the shutters
from being lifted out of the top and bottom

guides.
The patented strip proof Italian locks
with double key turn secure the shutters
with bolts engaging at the top and the
bottom of the shutters simultaneously.
The shutters are locally manufactured
from architectural grade aluminium and
powder-coated in a choice of 3 standard
colours; Matt satin white, Matt light grey
and Matt charcoal as well as custom
colours on request. The light grey and
charcoal colours have an attractive finetextured finish adding to the distinctive
appearance of this security range.
The lead time is 15 to 20 working
days from order to installation and the
numerous installation possibilities make
their security range a popular choice
amongst designers and architects.
AMERICAN Shutters® experience and
their impressive track record ensure that
guarantees are honoured and assistance is
always on offer. Well-trained consultants
provide a professional service from the
design stage through to installation
ensuring you receive a stress and problem
dw
free experience.
www.americanshutters.co.za
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A new showroom for Wallpaper Inn

South African Institute of Architects announces new President
Dr Luyanda Mpahlwa

W

allpaper Inn has now opened
its doors to a beautiful new
showroom and warehouse in
Barbeque Downs, Kyalami, Johannesburg.
For over fifty years wallpaper Inn has
inspired people to think differently
about their walls, selling beautifully
crafted and designed wallpaper from top
manufactures across the globe: Graham
and Brown, Anaglypta, Norwall, Holden
Decor, Komar and Wizard + Genius.

At Wallpaper Inn, we are passionate
about delivering the highest quality
products and exceeding customers'
expectations by offering a first class
service. If you are looking for wallpaper
designs that will look great in any setting,
take a look at our stocked collections in
store. We are open on Monday-Friday
8:30am-5pm and Sat 9-1pm.
dw
www.wallpaperinn.co.za
Unit 18, Kyalami View Business Park
126 Forssman Close, Barbeque Downs,
Kyalami
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ape Town architect and urban
designer, Dr Luyanda Mpahlwa
has been inaugurated as President
of the South African Institute of Architects
(SAIA).
Mpahlwa was inaugurated at an
event held on Thursday 6 December
at the Radisson Red Hotel in the V&A
Waterfront, a building designed by his
architectural firm, Design Space Africa, in
association with Peerutin Architects. He
accepted the chain of office from outgoing
President Maryke Cronje.
In a moving acceptance speech
Mpahlwa told of his pursuit of architecture
against all odds, including a period of
incarceration as a political prisoner on
Robben Island and exile in Germany
where he completed his studies, going on
to become one of the first black architects
in the country. The incoming president
reflected on his 40 years’ involvement
with architecture, and the challenges the
country faced during apartheid, where
the access to architecture and engineering
careers was previously determined on
racial grounds.

He rallied the gathered architecture
community to acknowledge the challenges
the profession faces and pledged to
use his term in office to work hard at
rebuilding the respect the profession
deserves and encourage interest among
young professionals. Mpahlwa said,
‘The architectural profession needs to be
regarded as a key player within the built
environment professions and architects
need to play their role in reshaping the
spatial dynamics of our country and our
built environment in general’.
Further appointments were announced
with the inauguration of Treasurer Jan
Ras as well as Vice President Kate Otten
and Cecilia van Rensburg as Deputy
Treasurer.
The Inauguration was attended by a
wide range of guests from the public and
private sector and fraternal organisations.
Speakers included Victor Miguel,
President of Africa Union of Architects
(AUA), Priscilla Mdlalose, CEO of the
Council for Built Environment (CBE),
Letsabisa Shongwe, President of South
African Council for the Architectural

Profession (SACAP), Vusumuzi Nondo,
Development Manager of the evening’s
host and sponsor V&A Waterfront and
Musa Shangase representing Corobrik,
long standing SAIA sponsors, who all
voiced their ongoing support for SAIA
and the South African architecture
community at the event.
SAIA wishes to acknowledge the
generous sponsorship received from
the V&A Waterfront, Corobrik, and
Gearhouse SA. Guests were entertained
with a special performance by Zolani
Mahola of Freshly Ground accompanied
by David Watkyns, as well as a performance
by reggae band The Rivertones.
The President’s Inauguration was the
highlight of SAIA’s Architecture Week,
a week of architectural celebrations in
Cape Town including Architectural
Open Studios, the Cape Institute for
Architecture’s annual street party, and
dw
SAIA Convention.
www.saia.org.za
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KARE sideboards

Colours we’re craving for 2019

A

2

staple of the modern dining
room, sideboards are the perfect
storage solution and statementmaker. Besides their decorative appeal
they also have room for all your dining
tableware and decorations.
With KARE victoriously satisfying
every taste, these latest designs offer heaps
of elegance, beautifully combining both
form and function. The focus here is on
craftmanship, with each piece advocating
intricate artisanal workmanship in
covetable combinations that include brass,
lacquering and bookmatched timber, for
example.
Besides the obvious storage opportunity
inside, the sideboard top offers sufficient
surface area for gorgeous displays of
candles, flowers and decorative objects.
ELITE SIDEBOARD
This elegant sideboard with white
frosted glass doors featuring a gold
decorative accent and black lacquered
poplar frame is the quintessence of cleanlined sophistication.
OSAKA SIDEBOARD
No better example of modern
chinoiserie than this ash veneer
sideboard with brass-plated stainless steel
handles that pay homage to traditional
Chinese ironmongery, presented in a
contemporary way.
CAMPS BAY SIDEBOARD:
Made from waxed oak with brass plated
detailing, the Camps Bay is the perfect
combination of contrasting materials
matched by an impressive amount of
storage space.

16
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019 the year where food and décor
will collide – in an incredibly trendy
manner, of course. The Pantone
Colour Institute, the consultancy behind
the Colour of the Year, has picked 72
colours in eight colour palettes that
they predict will be everywhere - from
wardrobes to walls in 2019.
Two of the palettes they’ve highlighted
as delicious for décor are ‘Classico’ and
‘Cravings’ - and frankly, we’re obsessed.
The ‘Cravings’ palette includes all ranges
of passionate colours – spicy reds, sweet
flamingo oranges and rich purples – whilst
the ‘Classico’ boasts more of a minimalist
feel with its forever fashionable swan
whites, burgundy reds and caviar black
hues.
These rich colours not only tempt
the eye but the taste buds too – selected
by the Pantone Colour Institute for their
ability to engage and stimulate beyond the
surface. Hungry for change? Taylor Blinds
& Shutters serves up some savvy solutions
for incorporating the latest trends into
your home – without breaking the bank.
Keep it neutral
Keep your essential furniture colour
scheme within the grey spectrum. As your
colour preferences and trends change
over time, you can adapt without having
to replace all your furniture.

Throw it on, not away
Invest in versatile, low cost items such
as cushions and throws. Adding an ontrend cushion to a neutral grey couch will
go a long way towards keeping your look
current. Pull the theme through to your
bedroom and bathroom with throws,
bath-towels or other Objets d'art.

fabric is quick and cost-effective which
means that you can keep up with the
trends (and ahead of the Jones’s). Taylor’s
unmatchable Roller Blind collection not
only provides a unique colour and print
selection, but humidity control and UV
ray protection to keep the sun’s damage
at bay.

Use your windows wisely
Another way to bring the colour trend
into your home is by investing in Taylor
Blinds & Shutters Roller Blinds. Once the
frame has been installed, changing your

Cover it up
Gradient wallpapers are the latest décor
craze that make incorporating colour
and texture into your home a breeze.
The best part is you can rip it off and
re-do it next year. Gradient wallpaper
gives a gradual integration of two colour
schemes – perfect for “all or nothing”
décor enthusiasts.

With the regular arrival of new
shipments to KARE’s Kramerville
showroom, a visit promises an out-ofthe-ordinary experience sure to satisfy all
your decorative requirements (and inspire
a few you never knew you had!).
dw

Anthony Mederer, Managing Director
of Taylor Blinds & Shutters says, “Whilst
trends can be overwhelming, it’s always
best to take a step back and revaluate what
you can afford and what you’re trying
to achieve. The trick is incorporating
products that have a functional and either
a repurpose or multi-purpose use, such
as Taylor Blinds & Shutters Roller Blinds.
Simple additions to your home will get
you to the top of the book club list in no
time.”
dw

www.kare-johannesburg.co.za

www.taylorblinds.co.za

dw • February 2019
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WHAT’S
HOT

Corobrik invests in
the future

Welcoming 10 new colours!
The Mill’s COCO CHENILLE collection is inspired by the legendary fashion
designer Coco Chanel. This textured plain Chenille, with a subtle background
sparkle, offers a large colour variety encompassing Classical Elegant shades now in
38 colourways! Whether used in lounge settings, on statement pieces or accessories,
our soft furnishing fabric COCO CHENILLE is guaranteed to steal the show, just like
Coco! Furniture: Milk stool by FOODOG Design.
www.themillfabrics.co.za
admin@themillfabrics.co.za
+27 11 704 1577

C

orobrik’s ongoing investment in
new production facilities, new
technologies, new products and
the architects of the future has combined
to open a whole world of new possibilities
in brick architecture.
The 32nd Corobrik Architectural
Student of the Year Award, which will be
announced in Johannesburg in May 2019,
is one such commitment to innovation
and the future of South Africa’s built
environment.
Ruan Jansen van Rensburg from the
Tshwane University of Technology, is
this year’s regional winner. In addition
to his prize of R10 0000, he will go on to
compete against seven other talents from
tertiary institutions countrywide for the
national award.
Kyle Coulson, who collected a cheque
worth R8 000, was placed second. Carla
Schmidt, collected a third prize of R6000
while Siyanda Nkosi received R6 000 for
the best use of clay masonry.
Ruan
Jansen
van
Rensburg’s
dissertation is entitled ‘The design of an
innovation farm’ – an experiential facility
for Cannabis plants as an alternative
resource in Eerste Fabrieke, Mamelodi.
Jansen van Rensburg says the project
proposes an innovation farm adjacent
to the Eerste Fabrieke train station in
Mamelodi. This farm is an attempt to
contribute responsibly to the dilapidated
socio-economic structures and provide
the community with educational
platforms to strengthen self-sufficiency
while contributing to micro-economies
in the area.
In second place Kyle Coulson’s project
is titled Space Lab. It is a space centre for
The South African National Space Agency
(SANSA). was inspired by a speech
delivered by Naledi Pandor in 2011 where
she announced a 20-year launch plan for
the country as the starting block. The
African Union Space Strategy document
also pointed to the importance of Africa
reaching space. Therefore, Space Lab

18
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The Love Clovers
Part of Adam Hoets’ most recent range
of pendants and chandeliers, the Love
Clover collection is a whimsical take
on the striking similarity between the
silhouette of a clover and the shape of a
heart.
‘As sweet as four-leaf clovers are, it took
me a while to translate them into threedimensional objects that were interesting,’
Hoets says. Eventually, through trial and
error, the solution presented itself in what
is now a four-piece range making use
of the sensual and voluptuous forms in
different ways.
www.willowlamp.com

Ruan Jansen van Rensburg from the Tshwane University of Technology is the winner of the Corobrik
Architectural Student of the Year regional event. His thesis is entitled ‘The design of an innovation
farm’ – an experiential facility for Cannabis plants as an alternative resource in Eerste Fabrieke,
Mamelodi.

proposes to be the main launch complex
for the African continent and only launch
medium-sized rockets that carry small to
micro-sized satellites into orbit.
Musa Shangase, Corobrik Commercial
Director pointed out that Corobrik,
which has been part of the economic and
construction landscape of South Africa
for 117 years, was investing in significantly
boosting local production capacity. It
currently produces a billion bricks per
year and sells about four million bricks
per working day.
A R800 million mega factory that will
be built alongside its existing Driefontein
factory in Gauteng, the largest project
of its kind underway worldwide at
present, will be the biggest and most
environmentally friendly in Africa.
This will be followed by another mega
factory on the East Rand and expansion
in the Western Cape within the next five
to six years.
“As a leading manufacturer of clay
brick and related products, Corobrik
is firmly committed to innovation and
excited about being at the forefront of
change. These new facilities will create
much needed jobs and signify a vote of
confidence in the future of our country,”
Shangase said.
He added that supporting both
newcomers and existing members of the

architectural profession was an extension
of this commitment.
As a result, Corobrik has embraced
new technology and is developing new
products that will shape the future
built environment in South Africa. It
recently commissioned the latest BIM
(Building Information Modelling) files
which can now be downloaded from its
website by architects and other property
development professionals.
“Today’s young professionals are
looking for rapid and meaningful
solutions backed by superior technology
and connectivity. BIM represents a new
way of working based on a far broader and
shared intelligent technological platform
that is compatible with all architectural
software,” Shangase said.
Research and development has also led
to the launch of innovative new products
such as Corobrik’s new Black Brick
facebrick.
“This takes facebrick into the new age
of modern, dramatic architecture. When
combined with other textures and colours
or even used alone, these exciting new
products together with the use of new
mortars, different bonds and contrasting
patterns have helped create a powerful
contemporary signature,” he concluded.

New Bitta Lounge by Rodolfo Dordoni
Kettal presents the Bitta Lounge
collection, designed by Rodolfo Dordoni.
The new Bitta Lounge is offered in two
different finishes, Bela Ropes and Parallel
Fabrics, each available in 17 different
colours. The collection’s measurements
and proportions have been specially
adapted to smaller spaces, and includes
pieces for the living and dining room
and even a daybed on wheels. Backrest
cushions are made from Terrain and
Geometrics fabrics designed by Doshi
Levien.
www.kettal.com

dw
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KSA

KSA 2019 highlights

W

ith it being a short holiday
this festive season the KSA
team have had to hit the
ground running. Despite the challenges
facing the kitchen industry the KSA are
very positive that this is the time to be
taking the bull by the horns and putting
back into the industry. Supporting our
members and ensuring consumers and
industry professionals see the advantages
of dealing with a KSA member is vital, as
is ensuring that KSA members support
one another.
We have started the new year with the
release of our 2019 Consumer Guide. The
online version of the booklet has been
released on ISSUU and can be viewed by
following by following this link: https://
issuu.com/ksa.za/docs/ksa_consumer_
guide_2019 . Printed copies will be
available via the KSA from the end of
January and from most KSA members
by the end of February. This year’s guide
contains some valuable advice, hints and
tips. Articles include:
• Aligning your tastes with your budget
• How European trends will hit the SA
market
• Do you know what products your
kitchen company is using?
• Are there items you should not store in
a kitchen cupboard?
• All you need to know about porcelain
and sintered surfacing
• To handle or not to handle
• How best to use colour in your kitchen
• Playing with your budget
We hope that this edition will be as well
received as our prior publications have
been and that consumers and industry
professionals alike with make use of the
advice and contact the KSA should they
need further help.
The KSA team have been hard at work
putting a calendar outline together for
the year and we have some great events
coming up in the first quarter.
In February both Cape Town and
Gauteng will hold their first product
networking evening for 2019. The Cape
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Town event will be hosted by Smeg, Max
on Top and Grass. Nationally we will
be engaging our supplier members via a
survey to better understand their needs to
ensure we are continually adding value to
their membership.
March will see a business networking
breakfast in both Cape Town and
Gauteng as well as an economic overview
by Nedbank in Cape Town. March
also brings us Decorex Durban. The

KSA are proud to have a long-standing
relationship with Decorex and will be
turning our stand into a Kitchen Advice
Centre this year. We encourage the public
and industry professionals to come and
pick our team’s brains. Carmen Howard,
the newest member of the KSA team, who
joined us in 2018, will also be completing
her consumer mediation course in March
ensuring her skillset is complete to
properly assist when it comes to disputes.

Cape Town will be holding their annual
golf day at the Riverclub mashie course
in April. This is a fun afternoon of golf
and networking and has become a firm
favourite in on the Cape Town calendar.
April will also see our first trip up the
Garden Route and Eastern Cape for the
year.
So, as you can see it is going to be a busy
few months with Decorex Cape Town
and our first product evening in KZN
following as we move into May.
We are also pleased to announce
that the KSA and IID have created a
formalised partnership and will be
working more closely moving forward to
facilitate networking between the kitchen
and interior design industries as well as
to increase education and information
exchange to help enhance and benefit both
industries. We are very excited about this
partnership and look forward to working
more closely with the IID team.
dw
www.ksa.co.za
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IID

Amanda Msimang
IID Ambassador

The IID Vision is to be a professional body that the Interior Design industry is proud to be a
part of, a body that brings status, a support network and great benefit
to your growth and career in the Interior Design field. We want our
members to expect more, do more and know more through the IID.

F

ree Marketing. Share content in our
newsletter, Fridays for the following
weeks Social Media platforms
(Share the link to your posts so we can
share these on our platforms), 15th of the
month for the following month content
(Newsletter & Media exposure). Contact
national@iidprofessions.org.za
Support our Ambassadors in each
region by attending some really amazing
IID Events and Networking. Great
opportunity for you to stay visible,
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exchange ideas and rub shoulders with
some of the leaders in the profession. Visit
our website for details on our 2019 events
www.iidprofessions.org.za
IID Ambassadors 2019
• JHB Region:
Juliet Kavishe & Lisa Younger
• Cape Town Region:
Amanda Msimang, Lauren van
Rooyen & Catherine Kendrick
• KwaZulu Natal:

Penny Moon & Kristen Pretorius
• East London:
Bridget Meier, Ermie Pascoe &
Cindy Field
• Port Elizabeth:
Andrea Fischer-Heckroodt
• Mauritius:
Varsha Ramlall-Koekemoer
• Potchefstroom:
Corne Du Toit
www.iidprofessions.org.za
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K

waZulu-Natal born designer
Amanda Msimang is a qualified
Interior Designer with a degree
from the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan
University obtained in 2015.
In 2016 she began her career as a
lecturer at the Cape Peninsula University
of Technology (CPUT) delivering content
on numerous modules such as design,
construction, visual and computer
literacy to first, second and third year
learners. She is involved in various
ongoing collaborative projects between
CPUT and international universities such
as Fontys School of Fine and Performing
Arts (FHK) in the Netherlands and
Hasselt University in Belgium.
Early in 2017, Amanda was
nominated as the Western Cape regional
representative for The African Institute
of the Interior Design Professions (IID).
She is now serving her third year in this
position.
As part of a staff mobility agreement
between Hasselt University, faculty of
Architecture and Arts (ARK) and Cape
Peninsula University of Technology,
Faculty of Informatics and Design, Dept.
Architectural Technology and Interior
Design (CPUT), Amanda Msimang, a
Junior Lecturer at CPUT, was invited
to Hasselt University in Belgium
from Monday 19 November 2018 to
Wednesday 28 November 2018. Both
institutions wish to build on and expand
existing partnerships, which is also a
core ambition of the Erasmus+ KA1
International Credit Mobility project in
general. For this specific mobility, CPUT
and ARK’s main objective is to extend
and deepen this collaboration in line with
their specific international ambitions.
The purpose of this particular visit was
for Amanda to participate in education and
research activities at Hasselt University in
general, and at the faculty of Architecture
and Arts in particular. This staff exchange
will contribute positively to the further
development of the curriculum as a
whole at both institutions. For CPUT, this
specifically relates to the recurriculation

process, with CPUT staff being able to
visit ARK and take part in different
teaching and jury activities and gain
first-hand exposure to the workings of
a faculty which has transitioned from a
practice-oriented to a research-oriented
education, with an active international
network. For UHasselt, CPUT expertise
with blended learning in particular
(CPUT conceptualised, designed and
implemented the first part-time flexible
and blended architecture programme in
Africa) will be beneficial to incorporate
elements of blended learning in their
international cooperation in order
to sustain the collaborations while
reducing travel.
During the exchange Amanda
lectured in courses at level 2 Bachelor
Interior Architecture and consulted
in the Master Interior Architecture
programme. The intention was to
increase awareness for students on
opportunities for further international
cooperation and increased exposure to
international guest lecturers. Another
objective was to increased intercultural
competences based on feedback given
to the student from a different cultural
perspective.

Amanda was also required to meet
with representatives of the Faculty
of Architecture and Arts and Hasselt
University in general. In addition, she
engaged with staff and students of
the International Master in Interior
Architecture focusing on Adaptive ReUse, this involved input during student
consultations, observing lectures as well
as participating in a study visit to Italy.
When she was not in the classroom,
Amanda had the opportunity to do some
sightseeing and interact with the locals
in both Belgium and Italy which she
found were heart-warming and enriching
encounters.
The entire experience made a great
impact as it increased her awareness
of the quality of the international
cooperation, improved her experience in
teaching within an international context,
and contributed to the growth of an
international network for Amanda and
CPUT with the possibility of availing
herself of international opportunities.
On completion of her responsibilities
Amanda received a certificate from
Hasselt University on behalf of Erasmus+
who sponsored the entire initiative.
dw
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DESIGNER
PORTRAIT

T

az Watson is the brainchild and
designer behind the KiiRA brand.
As a native South African and a
third-generation gemologist, Taz is as
passionate about her homeland as she is
about gemstones and jewellery.

TAZ WATSON

“Gemology is in my blood and I was
raised in the industry…I could name my
coloured gemstones before I could tell
the time”
While Taz grew up with an in-depth
knowledge of the industry and was
mentored by her grandfather, parents and
older brother – all gemologists themselves
– she formalized her expertise by attending
the esteemed Gemological Institute of
America (GIA). Taz studied jewellery
design (JD) at the New York campus
before moving to the head campus in
Carlsbad, California where she graduated
with Graduate Jeweller (GJ), Computer
Aided Design (CAD) and Gemology and
Diamond grading.
“I am so passionate about this
industry. I can’t imagine myself doing
anything else and feel blessed to be living
out my dream that not only stimulates
and inspires me, but also helps others”
Taz envisions the brand as a celebration
of Africa’s natural beauty, diversity and
the potential that exists within the land
and its people. She not only values the
importance of providing beautiful,
authentic and genuine jewellery, but
deeply cherishes the need for ethical
business practices and sustainability. It is
this ethos that is carried through every
aspect of the KiiRA brand.
“Beyond the world of gems and
jewellery, conservation and community
upliftment are close to my heart. KiiRA
is my way of combining my passion
and my compassion. I want to share
something beautiful and precious with
the world in an authentic, ethical and
sustainable way”.
www.kiira.co.za
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PRODUCT
DESIGN

Doggy Bathroom
The only indoor potty
solution for small
breeds including males
who lift their leg.

T

he Doggy Bathroom, which is
being launched by Canadian
designer Alain Courchesne, is the
only indoor potty solution that efficiently
works for small dogs and is stylish enough
to blend seamlessly with any decor. The
Montreal-based startup recently launched
pre-sales on Kickstarter after its much
anticipated reveal at SuperZoo Expo in
Las Vegas in June 2018, and since then
has been garnering worldwide attention.
Courchesne, with the help of his 3-yearold Italian Greyhound @Sterling514,
paired up to create an innovative solution

Photo credit: ©Mélanie Bussière
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for male dogs who lift their leg: integrate
a vertical pee pad. Although the Doggy
Bathroom was designed with males in
mind, female dogs can call the Doggy
Bathroom their own too. The Doggy
Bathroom also creates independence
between owners and their pets.
The Doggy Bathroom is an elegant
rectangular plastic enclosure that holds
pee pads horizontally and vertically so
that a small dog (20lb. or less) can fully
extend his leg in order to pee and/or
eliminate solid waste. This product is
designed to be indoors but can also be
placed outdoors in a covered area. The
Doggy Bathroom can be used as a pottytraining device, as a seasonal solution for
small breeds who cannot withstand the
cold winters, or as a permanent solution
for senior dogs who can’t make it outside
in time. It’s also ideal for travel and hotels
or cottages.

The closed environment is comfortable
and makes dogs feel safe and secure,
all while offering visual privacy for pet
owners.
“We are very excited to share our own
little brainchild in hopes of reaching
dog owners who are as passionate about
animals as we are,” said owner Alain
Courchesne. “Our goal is to encourage
dog ownership because we believe a wellbalanced life includes man's best friend.”
Made entirely of 100% antibacterial
plastic, the patent-pending Doggy
Bathroom and its accessories will be
available for pre-order on Kickstarter
starting January 24th until March
14th. The Doggy Bathroom will also
offer subscription packages to have the
biodegradable pee pads delivered directly
dw
on a monthly basis.

Doggy Bathroom
Anytime, On Their Own

www.doggybathroom.com

Photo credit: ©Mélanie Bussière
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Parqer

Parqer Glass

The wine glass for outdoor use

Bring the real wine
experience into nature
with full comfort
and stability

M

aybe you know the feeling
when you want to enjoy a
nice glass of wine outside on
a beautiful late summer afternoon? When
selecting the right wine for this moment,
immediately the question will pop up.
What kind of glass fits this occasion?
Probably you end up with a shaky wine
glass, a plastic camping mug or a leaky
plastic cup.
Parqer Glass has now come with a
solution for these situations. The Parqer
is a classic wine glass where the foot is
replaced by an aluminum pin that can
be ‘parqed’ at any soft surface. It brings
the real wine experience into nature by
making it stable and comfortable.
The glasses are packed in an easy-tocarry box that is shockproof and easily
stored.

Photo credit: Parqer Glass

Photo credit: Florent Gatin

•
•
•
•
•
•

Material: Glass and Aluminum
Place of production: The Netherlands
Design: Dorine Vos
Photo: Parqer Glass
Production: Parqer Glass
Available online at: parqerglass.com

About Parqer Glass
Parqer Glass works with materials of

high quality to provide products which
make life just a bit easier.
The first product is Parqer which
combines design and comfort in an
elegant way.
Dorine Vos came up with the design
after her own experiences sitting in the
parks of Amsterdam.
dw
www.parqerglass.com

Photo credit: Parqer Glass

Photo credit: Florent Gatin
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Winners of imm cologne’s 16th Pure Talents Contest
Portable and intelligent solutions for the home

I

n first, second and third place:
Baschnja by Ilja Huber, Bench Gang by
Christian Cowper and A Day at Zoo
by Julian Marticke. The Portable Kitchen
Hood by Maxime Augay triumphs in the
LivingKitchen Selection Special mention
goes to Rebrush by Jingbei Zheng, The
Conscious Unconsciousness by Michael
Varga and SPL 3650 by Peter Sorg
The shortlist featured a total of 26 entries
by young design students and graduates
from Germany, Finland, France, Great
Britain, Israel, Italy, the Netherlands,
Sweden, China, India, Taiwan and the
USA. In this year’s competition, many of
the submissions focused on sustainability
and a responsible attitude to resources,
while also addressing the subject of
changing living concepts.
With 926 entries from 69 countries, the
2019 edition of the Pure Talents Contest
has outshone the previous year’s event in
terms of both numbers and international

BASCHNJA - First Place
Baschnja, a luminaire for the individual illumination of living spaces. Baschnja imbues the
area with direct and indirect light using the
rotating function of the individual luminaires.
The luminaire can be individually disassembled into three luminaires and freely positioned
in order to distribute the light in the room and
create the desired lighting atmosphere. When
assembled, the individual luminaires are
charged independently of the respective operating mode.

Baschnja by Ilja Huber

Baschnja by Ilja Huber

character (2018: 836 products, 53
countries). The shortlist was selected
in advance of the trade fair by a highprofile panel of expert judges comprised
of designer Rianne Makkink, Chief
Curator of Helsinki Design Museum Suvi
Saloniemi, designers Sebastian Herkner
and Cristian Zuzunaga as well as design
journalist Johannes Hünig (IDEAT) and
businessman Wilfried Lembert.
The 2019 winners: Clever products with
lots of character
First prize was presented to Ilja Huber,
whose luminaire Baschnja won over
the jury with its beautiful, understated
design and its functionality. The seating
trio Bench Gang by Christian Cowper
took second place (2nd prize), and
Julian Marticke’s series of accessories A
Day at Zoo came third (3rd prize). The
international panel of jury members
voted The Portable Kitchen Hood by
Maxime Augay the best product from
the LivingKitchen Selection, which has
introduced the kitchen product category
to the Pure Talents Contest for the first
time in 2019 and was considered for a
dedicated prize.
Baschnja by Ilja Huber
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The luminaire Baschnja made the
greatest impression on the jury. “Here, we
have a striking prototype, the presentation
of which won us all over,” says Sebastian
Herkner. “It’s a portable lamp consisting
of three parts, it’s very light and features
LED technology. It can be split into three
separate luminaires, each of which can be
positioned in a different location or fitted
together to form a single light source in
the form of a column, in which each
individual lamp can be turned to face a
different direction.” The three parts are
charged via the base lamp. “Functional
and simple, yet integral. Perfect for today’s
living requirements,” adds Cristian
Zuzunaga.
Second place was awarded to Bench
Gang by Christian Cowper. “The designer
has used very simple resources to achieve
maximum effect – simply by means of
the oblique angle of the legs and the
curved shape,” in Johannes Hünig’s view.
“Positioning the legs to appear as if they’re
walking gives the benches personality
and establishes a personal relationship,”
according
to
Wilfried
Lembert’s
interpretation of the design. “There’s a
lot of humour here. It’s fun to have the

benches in the room – a bit like having
pets that come to meet you when you
enter. Together they also create a good
setting. It’s only wood and paint, but the
design is pure and really good.”
The jury liked the playful character of
Julian Marticke’s design, A Day at Zoo,
as well as the material and the excellent
workmanship shown in the figures. Suvi
Saloniemi describes the ease with which
the elements can be combined in different
ways using magnets as having “a poetic
quality – both on an abstract level as
well as the ability of young and old to
build the figures together.” “The animal
figures are very well characterised, with
a beautiful, colourful finish, and they can
be assembled to create fantasy creatures.
Their appeal isn’t restricted to children –
they’re accessories for everyone,” stresses
Sebastian Herkner, and Wilfried Lembert
welcomes A Day at Zoo as a sign of a
“revival of wooden tools and analogue
objects.”
The Portable Kitchen Hood by Maxime
Augay impressed the jury with its well
thought-out functionality, small size and
many self-explanatory details, which, as
Suvi Saloniemi stresses, “all work”. “The

Ilja Huber
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A DAY AT ZOO Third place
Animals or fantasy creatures made of colourful
wooden bricks to play with and as décor.
Decoration and play. Geometric, colourful
wooden blocks are brought to life. The builtin magnets allow the blocks to be combined
together to form animals or fantasy creatures.
Whether as a showpiece on the dining table,
a distraction in the office or scattered on the
playmat. The six animals are a constant source
of delight for young and old alike.

Christian Cowper

design also looks to the future, when
homes in megacities will be smaller.”
Special mention for future-oriented
designs
This year, special mention has been
made of The Conscious Unconsciousness
by Michael Varga and LivingKitchen
Selection entries Rebrush by Jingbei
Zheng and SPL 3650 by Peter Sorg. The
message put across by Michael Varga’s
The Conscious Unconsciousness met with
the jury’s approval as did the humorous
nature of the performative design, which
invites interaction. “The message is that
we should think carefully about how
we use light, water and resources,” says
Sebastian Herkner. The design also urges
you to communicate with the product,”
finds Rianne Makkink.
In the opinion of the jury, Peter
Sorg’s compact kitchen laboratory SLP

Bench Gang by Christian Cowper

3650 would fit well into future microapartments. As Johannes Hünig also
explains: “Here we have a small kitchen,
but there’s nothing it lacks. The design
creates a space in which the user can
concentrate on what he’s doing.” “It’s
also worth noting the industrial nature
of the design, the smooth, jointless
surface, which is beautiful and easy to
clean,” states Rianne Makkink, with Suvi
Saloniemi adding: “In theory, this kitchen
can be installed anywhere there’s a water
connection, because it’s not mounted on
the wall. It would also be easy to take it
with you when you move.”
The jury was impressed by the
ecological aspect and sustainability
sentiment behind Rebrush by Jingbei
Zheng, a kitchen cleaning kit consisting
of sponges made from loofah, a plant in
the pumpkin family. Sebastian Herkner

gives the following justification for this
special mention by the jury: “We talk a
lot about plastic in the oceans. We have
to find natural solutions like Rebrush as a
replacement.”
The Pure Talents Contest
The winners of the Pure Talents Contest
2019 join a long list of former participants
in the design competition for young talent,
which has achieved a strong international
reputation since it first started in 2004,
when it still bore the name “inspired
by imm cologne”. The competition,
promoted and organised by Koelnmesse, is
specifically aimed at designers who are still
studying or have recently completed their
education. It is one of the most prestigious
international contests for young design.
www.imm-cologne.com

A DAY AT ZOO by Julian Marticke

dw

BENCH GANG Second Place
A family of playful and dynamic benches. The
Bench Gang illustrates the unrefined qualities
of fun play – bringing life to the humble bench.
This project Play, explores the mental benefits
of play – something that can become neglected
as we grow older. The unrefined nature of Pine,
the fat joints holding the benches together, the
coloured ends & feet, all convey characteristics of creative play: embracing the material’s
imperfections & allowing your imagination to
run free.
A DAY AT ZOO by Julian Marticke
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Bench Gang by Christian Cowper

Julian Marticke
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The Conscious Unconsciousness by Michael Varga

THE PORTABLE KITCHEN HOOD
The Portable Kitchen Hood is an extractor
fan for tiny kitchens. This small extractor
catches the cooking smokes and vapors right
above the pan, before it rises. It purifies it
through two different filters, that are removable and easy to wash: the oil filter at the
front gets rid of the fats, and the activated
charcoal filter at the back recycles the air before it is sent back in the room. The handle
makes it easy to move around and store by
hanging it, in order to save some space when
it is not operating.

The Portable Kitchen Hood by Maxime Augay

The Conscious Unconsciousness by Michael Varga

Michael Varga

THE CONSCIOUS UNCONSCIOUNESS
Three products for a more conscious consumption in everyday life. Three products were designed for a more conscious consumption in
everyday life. The coat hanger enters into a dialogue with the human by throwing off clothes
that have not been worn for a long time. The
water tap only runs water when the amount is
predetermined by pressing the ball. The light
switch animates to turn off the light when leaving the room.

The Portable Kitchen Hood by Maxime Augay

The Portable Kitchen Hood by Maxime Augay

Maxime Augay
The Conscious Unconsciousness by Michael Varga
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2019 TRENDS

Are you sitting
comfortably?

surfaces, I am amazed at how much the
interior design market has changed over
a mere 12 months. Of course, there are
some consistencies. Terrazzo and the
Scandinavian look are set to stay with
us a good while longer. However, I am
encouraged to see furniture designers
being more adventurous in the materials
they are using, especially Sintered Stone.”
He continues: “Stone, wood, metal,
textile and plastic all have their own
distinct, visual appeal. Now it’s possible
to deftly capture these in a hyper-realistic
manner on Sintered Stone. This offers
manufacturers the ability to create robust,
long-lasting pieces of furniture which
look beautiful and will never go out of
dw
style.”

Neolith taps into 2019
furniture trends

A

side from delivering an essential

function, furniture can have a
significant impact on the look
and feel of an interior. In both residential
and commercial settings the overall
atmosphere of a room is, in part, dictated
by what occupies it.
From cosy, intimate lounges to light,
open-plan atriums, the furniture chosen
creates a lasting first impression of a space.
Whatever the backdrop, there are
myriad furnishing options available from
the big, eye-catching statement to the
subtle finishing touch.
Furniture trends are constantly
evolving, in line with wider interior
design tastes and preferences. Particularly,
the choice of materials available for
application is greater than ever before.
This is inspiring furniture designers to
create imaginative new concepts or add
modern twists to classic motifs.
Neolith has been a regular presence at
design festivals across the world, keeping
a sharp lookout for the latest trends
which are influencing manufacturing and
buying decisions.

www.neolith.com

these shades evoke a refined environment
perfect for relaxation.

Here are a few they believe will
dominate the market in 2019:
Pump up the volume
Where grey tones have dominated
in 2017/2018, a gradual return to more
vibrant palettes has been observed.
Brighter hues are being specified and
a renewed appreciation for Nathalie
Du Pasquier and the iconic Memphis
School is encouraging furniture designers
to be bolder and more adventurous.
Big splashes of base colour and highvolume tones are delivering punchy and
distinctive interiors perfect for the ultramodern dwelling.
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Knock on wood
The organic look and feel of
unpolished wood has timeless appeal
and, with the steadily increasing desire
for Scandinavian chic over the last few
years, has become highly sought after.
In contemporary kitchens, it can be
combined with contrasting materials,
such as Beton or Corten, offering a
captivating juxtaposition of the natural
and industrial.

Dramatic effects
Intimate interiors, full of dark hues and
moody tones, are witnessing a revival as
designers rediscover the attraction of
the cosy parlours and boudoirs of fin de
siècle Paris. Varnished browns, lacquered
blacks, vermilion reds and deep purples
are increasingly being specified for
furniture surfaces and upholstery. When
emphasised with pools of warm lighting,
casting sultry shadows across a room,

Mixed materials
Creating contrast is nothing new in
design terms, but scope and ambition
have become greater as the amount of
available colours, patterns and finishes
have increased. New technology is driving
this change. A greater degree of mimicry
in engineered and Sintered Stone means
hyper-realism in design with high
performance properties. This presents the
opportunity to incorporate long-lasting
surfaces in any settings to please all
aesthetic tastes and preferences.
Can’t beat concrete
1950s sensibilities are firing the
imagination of furniture designers,

from early Conran and Robin Day right
through to the brutalist architecture of Le
Corbusier and Denys Lasdun. Polished
concrete evokes a minimalist aesthetic
and is growing in popularity for kitchen
islands, worktops and dining room tables.
Rapturously smooth to the touch, stone
manufacturers are starting to play on the
matte, single tone effect. This ranges from
experimentation with the finish through
to adding shine particles to create a slab
with a remarkable character. Combined
with wood, concrete effect surfaces deliver
a fashionable atelier-chic, much prized in
metropolitan areas across Europe.
Commenting on these emerging
trends, Carlos Garcia, Neolith’s head
designer says: “Each year, when we
come to develop the designs for our new
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AT THE OFFICE
window.” This was one of the findings
from their maiden Minnesota based
Well Living Lab of simulated living and
working spaces, where their volunteers’
health was closely monitored when
elements such as light, temperature and
noise were manipulated.
For those with the budget, artwork by
major artists is another element that’s
bringing interest to office spaces, even inhouse baristas, in-house laundry services
and in-house car washes fall under the
new age office model. Sure, the latter
are standard for major corporates like
Alexander Forbes or Ernst & Young, but
the spectrum is drastically changing.
Biophilia is still having a huge impact in
the work place too. The virtual greening
of the office, not only with pot plants and
hanging plants but green walls too is also
where it’s at. A host of companies like
Living Green Walls install plant walls of
any specifications that are monitored and
cared for digitally. These plants in turn
pump oxygen into the office, clean stale

At the Office
by Mila Crewe-Brown
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A

2017 study by The University of
Scotland found that middle-aged
office workers (a group of more
than 14 000 of them) spend more time
sitting than pensioners. It’s a concerning
statistic that reveals the health risks
associated with a sedentary lifestyle.
While the office place has already taken
strides to address the health and wellbeing of their workers, there’s more work
to be done on a broader level.
Some of the measures taken to consider
the happiness and therefore productivity
of employees include agile working spaces
that fit a number of work space profiles.
Breakaway zones, sleep pods, quiet zones,
in house masseuses, libraries and also
hot-desking are all part of the (forwardthinking) office of the now.
For those offices that remain just that,
traditional offices, the format is thankfully
only a shadow of its former self. Curated

Fabric: The Mill Fabrics, Coco Chenille. Furniture: FOODOG Design, Milk Stool.
www.themillfabrics.co.za - admin@themillfabrics.co.za - +27 11 704 1577

design is high on the list, with flexibility a
priority. Offices are putting more budget
into creating spaces that are inspiring,
stylish and dare we say, fun. Colour has
become more prevalent as well as the use
of beautiful furniture (whether designer
originals or knock off), the old school
wheelie office chair is a virtual dinosaur.
You’ll find a series of cubicles
(partitioned with beautiful felt sound
absorbing board) and perhaps covetable
lamps, next to a large oak scissor leg table
where employees can come and go as they
wish, alongside a far more informal break
away area where a bold rug, coffee table
and armchairs await those who want to
have a casual discussion, take a call or just
zone out.
A recent study by China’s International
Well Building Institute claims that
“workers are less productive if stationed
more than 7.5 metres away from a
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AT THE OFFICE

Two new carpet tiles in fast-growing
Vanguard collection
and granite stone with unique natural
veins and flows of colour; and
• Vanguard Antique – an unusual,
innovative polypropylene tufted tile
primarily aimed at the entry level of the
flooring market.

T

he Vanguard Collection, a
leading brand of exclusive
flooring products, has announced
expansive additions and refinements to its
ranges to further enhance the Collection’s
offering to designers and home-owners.
Two exciting new carpet tile options are
included in the new ranges.
The two new carpet choices in The
Vanguard Collection are:
• Vanguard Granite - a robust tufted
carpet tile inspired by natural marble

air and provide an essential living element
to these spaces, not to mention the wealth
of evidence to support that health and
well-being are greatly improved when
plants are introduced.

Remote working has become a reality
even here in South Africa with companies
like Perch, The Business Exchange,
Work Space and a number of smaller
independents vying for a bite at the

co-working cherry. Each offers its own
recipe but all promise flexible work terms
and spaces from an open desk to a small
private office. In a nutshell, the concept of
remote working affords workers balance
and the freedom to be anywhere at any
time, a concept that didn’t exist here 10
years ago.
Nowhere has this been more apparent
than with Millennials, the generation who
has thrown out the rule book by wanting
it all…and getting it all. Millennials have
given rise to a new model of economy
where a gig or part-time project secures
them income, rather than a stable salary.
But according to Flux Trends, SA’s very
own trends analysis company, even this
method of money making will soon
change to bounty work where “the first
person to complete the task properly
according to the client’s specifications,
gets paid for it,” they say.
dw

Vanguard Granite is available in six
standard stock colours as well as another
six highlight colours. Aimed at a local
heavy commercial market dominated by
linear designs, the new range has opened
new potential for designers to create
nature-inspired flooring unrestricted by
space limitations.
Vanguard Antique is available as 1000mm
by 250mm carpet tiles and is consequently
compatible with 500mm by 500mm tiles.
This new four-colour range features linear
patterning with a “worn, worked” organic
distortion to add to its appeal.

Launched two years ago with just four
LVT ranges, The Vanguard Collection
has continued to grow in both ranges
and popularity. To cope with increasing
demand nationally, Vanguard has
partnered
with
leading
flooring
contractors throughout South Africa who
hold exclusive distribution rights in their
dw
respective regions.
www.vanguardcollection.co.za

Johannesburg
Tel: 011 608 4270
Email: infojhb@vanguardcollection.co.za
Cape Town
Tel: 021 464 4320
Email: infocpt@vanguardcollection.co.za

www.VanguardCollection.co.za
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AT THE OFFICE

A new way of working with Cecil Nurse

Make Space For Privacy.

I

n today’s world, it’s important to
have an office space that functions
according to your business needs
and enhances the performance of those
who work within its walls. This is why
the design of your office is so important
and why design trends are constantly
changing and adapting to the demands of
modern companies. It directly impacts
our ability to work and be at our most
productive, attentive, and creative every
day that we step foot into our workplace.
Design plays a huge role in our lives.
The goal of today’s designers, architects,
and contractors is to go beyond creating
buildings that are sustainable and energy
efficient, but to work with the occupants
to design spaces that help make them
more efficient, productive and inspired.
With well-being firmly in place as
a design staple, new movements have
emerged from trends of yesteryear, that
are being implemented in offices around
the world, making people happier,
healthier, more excited than ever to walk
into work each day.
This evolving landscape of the
workplace requires innovative thinking.
Staying ahead of the curve is just as

important in attracting top talent as it
is keeping your existing workforce and
working with thousands of clients. Cecil
Nurse’s design and product development
consultants see first-hand what trends
are emerging and what innovations have
staying power.
Continuing trends in 2019 offer
different opportunities for employers,
architects, and interior designers alike.
UNCONVENTIONAL WORK AREAS:
This design trend was spearheaded
by the millennial generation and their
preference for open spaces, collaborative
work environments, and anything atypical.
When you think of an unconventional
work area design, imagine a living room,
meditation space, or a dressed-down
conference room complete with sofas,
bean bag chairs, plants and greenery, a
smattering of vibrant colours, and lots of
room for activities.
Offices all over the world are adopting
these new and unorthodox working and
meeting spaces to attract young talent
and make working spaces more fun and
synergistic.
DYNAMIC SPACES:
The dynamic spaces trend has emerged
as one of the most popular design trends
over the past two to three years. With the
essence of ‘dynamic’ translating to ‘marked
by usually continuous and productive
activity or change’, being an apt description
of what this trend is about, let’s explore
some of the aspects of dynamic spaces.
Dynamic spaces are moveable, constantly

fluctuating, engaging, and can transform
from a space for company parties and
activities to traditional conference rooms
or meeting areas. Dynamic spaces offer
the opportunity for businesses to be
more creative with their space. Interior
designers know that businesses are
constantly changing and becoming more
flexible, allowing colleagues and staff to
try new things in innovative ways, which
led directly to this trend.
Dynamic spaces are defined by
lightweight and moveable furniture with
wheels, garage doors to open space, plants
and containers, moveable green wall
dividers and wipe boards or chalkboards.
HOMESTYLE COMFORT DESIGN:
The new homestyle comfort design
trend is a sign that employers are either
listening to the wants and desires of
their colleagues, or they are figuring out
new (and fun) ways to get them to stay
at work longer. This design is all about
making offices feel more comfortable or
homelike. Cecil Nurse consultants see
first-hand how interactive design and
employee comfort can transform the
workplace. The trend stems from the
growing millennial population in the
workforce and the millennials (as well as
Generation X) preference for comfort, the
unconventional, hands-on environment.
Couple this with a growing awareness of
the importance of environmental physical
design, and you end up with new and
dw
exciting offices.
www.cecilnurse.co.za

Acoustic Rooms - Exclusive to Cecil Nurse.

The Modern Office. Designed. Delivered.
B-BBEE Rated - LEVEL 1
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Black Orchid By Design

Van Dyck Floors reveals another masterpiece

F

The Mozart Collection

E

using fashion with interiors,
Black Orchid By Design is a
company that aims to create
striking and inspiring spaces that reflect
style, class and elegance no matter the
interior.
Launched in 2011 by Kim Kelly
Crowley, who has vast experience in
the interior, decor and manufacturing
industries, Black Orchid By Design
has become a studio well known for
producing high quality, functional and
exciting designs.
It is also known for its innovative style
that uses elements from fashion and
fabric in all its interior design and styling
projects thanks to Kim’s innate ability to
flawlessly fuse her passion and knowledge
of textiles and fashion with her flair for
design.

very great symphony starts with
the perfect composition and when
it comes to interior design, Van
Dyck Floors has created the masterpiece
in carpet tiles – the latest Mozart
Collection. This innovative range of
darker shaded carpet tiles combines the
latest in interior trends with comfort, style
and affordability.
The versatility and practicality of carpet
tiles in various contract applications has
been proven over the years. They are
manageable and easy to install because
of their size, and this extends through
to replacement of worn or soiled carpet
sections. Rather than having to remove an
entire floor because of a damaged section,
carpet tiles require the replacement of
only a fraction of carpet section, saving
on costs and time. Replacing carpet tiles
is also dust-free and quiet, which is an
added bonus in open plan offices and big
floor spaces.
Van Dyck Floors knows there is no
one-size-fits-all for workspaces, and the

Tambourine lead mono

Black Orchid By Design effortlessly
transforms your home, office, hotel or
lodge into a work of art, without losing
functionality or your style and personality.
The design studio sets the stage for your
life or business by elevating and layering
your space.
What’s more, it provides a full service
to its clients by partnering with local and

new Mozart Collection will certainly
resonate with most medium commercial
environments as they are available in
six contemporary designs and three
colour ranges. There is further choice
for the client in the laying of the carpet
tiles in different directions - monolithic,
tessellated (quarter–turn), ashlar or brickbond – creating varied patterned effects.
As a member of the Green Building
Council SA, Van Dyck Floors always
manufactures their products to meet
the requirements for Green Star
Rating. Because of this environmental
consideration, the Mozart Collection is
manufactured at Van Dyck Floors’ Durban
factory, accredited with both the ISO 9001
quality management accreditation and

international furniture manufacturers
and suppliers, as well as other designers,
to create, design and style well- appointed,
bespoke furnishings as well as objets d’art.
Black Orchid By Design – we design
and create aspirational interiors for all
our clients.
www.blackorchidbydesign.com
Photo credit: Nic Baleta, Studio Baleta

ISO 14001 environmental management
certification. The bitumen used in
creating these carpet tile ranges consists
of more than 40% recycled material and,
because of their lasting durability, can be
re-used for the secondary market at the
end of their eventual lifespan. In addition,
the bitumen backing contains no PVC’s
and is very low on VOC.
“We’re a quality brand that has been
tried, tested and trusted since 1948, and
we are certain that the Mozart Collection
is the ideal choice for anyone looking for an
innovative, stylish, practical and durable
designer floor,” said Bernd De Smedt. dw
www.vandyckfloors.co.za

Mandolin lead mono
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GLASS

A Case of Open
and Shut
by Mila Crewe-Brown
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M

ore than merely offering entry
into a building or bringing
light and ventilation, windows
and doors can set the tone of a space,
convey a style and frame an all-important
view. The difference in mood that an
arched solid wood door with wrought
iron handle conveys compared to a double
width frameless glass door is distinct.
Likewise, a pivoting steel “school” style
window compared to a cottage pane
style casement window. And consider
the statement that a large porthole style
window makes with its bold geometry
and playfulness. This dual role in both
practical and aesthetic matters means that
fenestration requires careful planning and
thought during the building process.
Early windows have been dated back
to the 13th century BC, when they were
unglazed and open, little more than
ventilation holes. Since then, coverings

such as animal hide, ultra-thin marble,
paper, wood and horn were all used in
various parts of the world to protect from
the elements. From as early as 100AD
cast glass was a feature in windows and is
believed to have been used by the Romans
in Alexandria.
Windows as we know them have only
been in existence since the advent of plate
glass manufacture in 1902. In the 1950s
Sir Alastair Pilkington invented float glass
methods, whereby molten glass is poured
over a layer of molten tin, producing an
exceptionally smooth surface. The latter
is the method most often used in modern
glass manufacture today.
Fast forward to the 21st century and
frameless glass has changed the game in
fenestration entirely, arguably defining
modern living. Where budget allows, a
sheer wall of glazing creates a connection
to the outdoors like none other, allowing

maximum appreciation of views and
letting in an unprecedented amount of
light. Frameless stacking doors take this
concept one step further, removing all
visible barriers to the outdoors. However,
in the wake of bigger expanses of glazing,
thermal stability has become an increasing
concern, calling for overhangs and blinds
to throw shade.
If framing your windows and doors is
a requirement, aluminium has become
a popular choice for its strength, thus
allowing larger panes of glass to be
installed. In addition, it’s rated highly

for its longevity, where wood needs
maintenance and, steel (increasingly
popular from a style perspective) has
very low thermal ratings. The other
benefit of using aluminium is its visibly
slimmer profiles, owing to its strength.
Ultimately this makes it a popular choice
for architects, where bulky frames are an
undesirable.
uPVC
(unplasticized
polyvinyl
chloride) is currently the top performing
frame in terms of insulation, with multi
chambered frames that increase thermal
stability as well as impressive longevity

and
environmental
sustainability.
Industry experts claim that a superior
uPVC window fitted with single glazing
performs as well (in terms of insulation)
as an aluminium window with double
glazing.
Steel, despite its lack of favourability as
an insulator, has seen a major comeback in
the last few years for its loft-like industrial
appeal. Informally named “school
windows”, where panes are divided up into
many squares and rectangles are cropping
up in homes, restaurants and hotels, with
style savvy designers using them for
windows, doors and even dividers.
While wood requires upkeep, no one
can argue its warmth and character and it
still has its place in historic and country
style properties, especially Cape Dutch
homes. In the latter, sash windows and
slatted shutters are as characteristic as
gables and have become markers of the
Cape Dutch style.
Similarly, French doors and shutters are
an evergreen choice for their traditional
aesthetic and can be opened to 180
degrees, giving you maximum ventilation
and connection to the outdoors. Often
you’ll find windows and doors in this
category with generous arches, which
is a throwback to their roots in Spain,
France and Italy, lending a decidedly
Mediterranean feel to a building.
dw
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FG02 Security Shutter System

D

ue to popular demand, FG
Frameless Glass added the FG02
Security Shutter System to their
product range. The FG02 Security Shutter
gives a sense of security and privacy to
each homeowner or business owner.
At FG Frameless Glass they know
that everything has to fit in with the
interior design, thus, the FG02 range is
available in various colours as well as
wood grain finishes. Furthermore, the
method of sliding, folding and stacking
the individual panels is unique to the
FG02 System but it’s not compulsory, and
can offer conventional methods such as
sliding or hinge.
Using advanced South African
technology, materials, and fittings, the
FG02 Sliding Shutter System offers a
5-year guarantee if used internally, and

2-year guarantee if used externally,
master crafted with elegant lines, creating
a superb finish.
As we all know, safety comes first,
and the FG02 System acts as a deterrent
against forceful entry and aids as a barrier
until preventative measures can be taken.
With that being said, each louvre contains
a stainless steel rod with a washer on

48
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each end. The rod is loose, enabling it
to spin in the event that a prospective
burglar should try to cut through it with
a hacksaw. The washer also exceeds the
size of the hole in the side plate to prevent
it from tearing through the aluminium,
should the blade be smashed with a
hammer. Further security measures were
also taken. Each panel contains a guiding

block and inter lockers to prevent it from
being lifted out of the tracks. The lock on
the primary door secures the rest of the
panels in the locked position.
The FG02 Sliding Shutter has a unique
and elegant design that will fit in with any
dw
interior or exterior design.
www.framelessglass.co.za
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Murano glass and Marble-glass

NEOLITICO 72 VETRO
Coffee table with round or oval base in
curved glass 24mm thick transparent or
black lacquered. Also available in extra
clear 19mm thick glass. Glass top 15mm
thick with 45° bevel.

VELE 72
Dining table with curved metal bases in shiny black nickel finish
or in satin finish: brass, dark brass, titanium, dark titanium.
Glass top 15 mm thick with polished edges.

R

eflex, the first to use the Murano
glass as a solid base for its tables,
has always favoured the use of
high quality materials, such as glass,
marble, wrought iron and wood, to which
is applied with excellent craftsmanship

and new and cutting-edge technological
processes. The results are furnishings that
express the perfect synthesis of technology,
design, research and tradition. Reflex
collaborates with well-known Italian and
foreign architects including Pininfarina,

Sacha Lakic, Maurice Barilone, Andrée
Putman, Arnaldo Gamba, Leila Guerra
and Marco Piva. The Reflex products
can also be seen in the historical site of
dw
Biancade.
www.casarredo.co.za

MARBLE-GLASS
Reflex offers the advanced technology MARBLE-GLASS, as
covering for walls, table tops and details and parts for furniture
pieces. Innovative material made with very high quality raw
materials and advanced technologies. This advanced digital
printing system reproduces precious and delicate marbles
and onyx opening up to new creative potentials in the interior
design. The plates for the wall cladding, large but very thin,
enhance the essential and contemporary design, for a highly
versatile material that withstands wear.

MIRAGE BUFFET
Sideboard with 2 sliding doors covered in lacquered or etched
lacquered glass. Optional legs in transparent glass or in brass or
titanium finished metal.

PRISMA STEEL SCRIVANIA
Desk with metal base in Grafite, satin brass or titanium finish
or in scratchy steel finishing. Swivelling wooden unit with 3
drawers with shaped fronts in Canaletto walnut or in matt
lacquered finish or with straight fronts covered in lacquered
glass. Support in brushed steel. Shaped top in transparent
tempered glass 15mm thick with polished edges with cable hole
or in Bevel Wood.

TRANSEO 72 CRAQUELE’
Dining table with 3 or 4-legged base in
extra clear crackled glass. Top in 15mm
thick transparent glass.
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WONDERGLASS
“Doing less and
achieving more is the
most complicated thing
to do.”

W

onderGlass presents Melt, a
collection of gravity formed
furniture and table top
objects by Nendo during the international
furniture and interiors show imm
Cologne, 2019. The exhibition will be
a preview of WonderGlass’ upcoming
installation at Salone del Mobile in April
2019.
WonderGlass presents Melt, a new cast
glass furniture and table top collection
designed by Nendo, which further
exemplifies WonderGlass’ expertise and
dedication to the extraordinary design
possibilities within the glass realm.
The collection will be presented in
an exhibition celebrating Nendo as AW
Architektur & Wohnen magazine’s 2019
Designer of the Year.
The creation of Melt was a unique and
complex production. Nendo’s Oki Sato
was inspired by watching the craftspeople
in the WonderGlass workshops working
with molten, melted glass. His intention
thereafter was to allow the material to
direct the design process. This resulted in
a method of laying hot glass sheets over
steel pipes, and suspended between steel
bars to allow the natural drape of the
material to reveal its form.
This concept created a challenge to
the craftspeople who had to determine
an exacting method of timing and
temperature to create the desired result as

52
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Oki Sato states: “I was inspired by looking
at the workshops, looking at the people
working, using the melted material. The
main idea was to let the glass flow by itself

using gravity and using the weight of glass
itself. In a way, doing less and achieving
more is the most complicated thing to do”.
WonderGlass founders Maurizio and
Christian Mussati state: “We are delighted
to have collaborated with Nendo on the
Melt Collection, working together to push
the boundaries and capabilities of cast
glass. nendo has explored the molten liquid
nature of the material with incredible
skill for Melt. Together with our master
craftsmen in Venice, they have created a
beautiful collection of furniture that focuses
on simplicity and the form created by the
flow of gravity.”

WonderGlass
WonderGlass
bonds
traditional
craftsmanship with contemporary design,
providing tailor-made solutions to the
worlds of architecture, art and fashion.
Founded in 2013, Christian and
Maurizio Mussati built their brand
through bespoke glass lighting and
installations handcrafted in Murano,
working with global designers including

Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec, Zaha
Hadid, Jaime Hayon, John Pawson, Nao
Tamura, Dan Yeffet, and Marcel Wanders.
Now working with their team of
WonderLab artisans in the Venetian
region, WonderGlass offers architects,
artists, developers, hotel designers and
museums the opportunity to incorporate
artisanal creations into projects of any
scale.

Collaborators include RML (Ana
Meier & Hervé Descottes) and WOHA
Architects. Recent installations include
the lobby of Herzog & de Meuron’s newly
opened Elbphilharmonie Residences in
Hamburg and the Rosewood Hong Kong,
opening in March 2019.
dw
www.wonderglass.com
Melt images by Mattia Balsamini
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FURNITURE
OF NOTE

Roche-Bobois Globe Trotter Collection

“T

his collection is a tribute
to the adventurer we all
dreamed of being. A journey
is a transformative experience, and we
wanted each piece to capture the feeling of
bringing home worldly treasures from far
away places.” - Marcel Wanders
Marcel Wanders designed the Globe
Trotter collection for Roche Bobois.
This unique and eclectic collection is
inspired by the legendary adventurers
and explorers who traveled the world to
discover new cultures and rare objects.
The collection expresses openness,
freedom and inspiration, showcasing
Marcel Wanders’ signature design style.
A large illustrated fresco portrays a
whimsical wonderland, inviting one
to take a walk among all the familiar
characters from our beloved childhood
stories. The fresco connects the pieces
and different worlds to create a cohesive
story throughout the entire collection.
Cleverly combining historical references
and imaginary journeys, Marcel Wanders’
Globe Trotter is a romantic and poetic “
dw
promenade collection ”.
www.roche-bobois.com/en-ZA

LA PARISIENNE
Always soft and curved, the shapes, dimensions and surfaces of the La Parisienne tables
reflect the many inspirations of the collection:
here, the combination of deep red and wood
evokes a journey from Europe to China. On
the right, the Wonder cabinet seems ready to
unveil its mysteries.

ABANICO - Above
Double-sided screen composed of 4 foldable pannels featuring multiple printed patterns in your
choice of motifs: “London”, Istanbul” and “Paris”. Hardware in black chrome-plated finish.
L. 167 x D. 3 x H. 190 cm.

MONTGOLFIÈRE
This sofa features a strong, yet graceful silhouette framed by two armrests inspired by the
hot-air balloons invented by the Montgolfier
brothers. The cushions, dressed with images
from the Globe Trotter fresco, invite one to
take a journey through imaginary worlds.

D O J O - Right
The Dojo bookcase was inspired by traditional
Japanese sliding partitions and features 5
black shelves, 4 mobile geometric shapes in
front and 3 fixed shapes in the back. It is available with oak or glossy lacquer finish.
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FURNITURE
OF NOTE

Lots&Crates
A dynamic offering of
eclectic designer furniture,
selectively sourced
and offering stylish
value solutions…

L

ots&Crates is a unique one-stop
home decor and furniture supplier
with a constantly changing offering
sourced from various local manufacturers
and importers by way of job lots, factory
overruns, range ends and surplus goods
arising from amended orders.
The primary objective is to offer the
quickest access to the widest range of
quality product at the best prices possible.
When you’re looking for that one piece, be
it an occasional chair, a sofa, or any other
unique piece that you need immediately
to complete your picture, you’re bound to
find it at one of the conveniently located
Lots&Crates stores.

Many years of experience in the
industry, both manufacturing, wholesale
and retail, has resulted in the buyers’
ability to source furniture and home
decor product which has broad appeal,
combined with great value and immediate
availability.
Strategic alliances have been forged
with international partners, continually
sourcing product from suppliers to the
larger American, British, Australian and
other international retail chains, where
order quantities, colours and styles are
changed, allowing access to all types of
exciting products on an ongoing basis.
New containers and consignments
are constantly being unpacked, creating
a dynamic offering which provides
an unusual palette, and exciting
dw
opportunities with every visit.
www.lotsandcrates.co.za
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Events
8 – 10 March 2019
SARCDA
Gallagher Convention Centre
www.sarcda.co.za

EVENTS

The Hotel Show Africa will present the first
Design Pavilion, in partnership with
Institute of Interior Design (IID) Professions

21 – 24 March 2019
Decorex Durban
Durban Exhibition Centre
www.reedexpoafrica.co.za/decorex/

1 – 2 May 2019
Retail Design Expo
Olympia London
www.retaildesignexpo.com

1 – 5 May 2019

T

he Hotel Show Africa is Africa’s
leading event for the hospitality
industry and gets underway at
the Gallagher Convention Centre in June,
as part of the broader Africa Trade Week.
Now in its third year, the Hotel Show
Africa 2019 aims to grow on its successes
by offering the opportunity for suppliers
to showcase the latest products, ideas and
trends shaping the future of design.
In 2019, the Hotel Show Africa in
partnership with IID Professions will host

the first edition of the Design Pavilion.
The Design Pavilion is a collaboration
that has been created in order to
provide a select group of décor and
design specialists the perfect platform
to showcase their designs. The pavilion
brings with it the opportunity for 12
decorators, interior designers, product
designers and suppliers to showcase
specific items, projects or signature styles
to hotel décor specifiers throughout the
3-day period.

Decorex Cape Town
CTICC
www.reedexpoafrica.co.za/decorex/

24 – 26 May 2019
Design Joburg/Rooms On View
Sandton Convention Centre
www.designjoburg.com

5 – 6 June 2019
Madex
Sandton Convention Centre
www.madex.co.za

23 – 25 June 2019
The Hotel Show Africa
Gallagher Convention Centre
www.thehotelshowafrica.com

7 – 11 August 2019
Decorex Joburg
Gallagher Convention Centre
www.reedexpoafrica.co.za/decorex/

13– 15 September 2019
FNB Joburg Art Fair

“Our intention for this partnership
is to work with the IID to provide their
members as well as the hospitality
industry with the opportunity to exhibit
at The Hotel Show Africa, exposing
them to over 3 000 decision-makers and
buyers from regional and international
hotels, restaurants and resorts,” says
Sean Osterloh, Head of Marketing: Food,
Hospitality and Trade Portfolio.
IID members can secure a space at
a special rate while non-members can
contact dmg events directly.
The Hotel Show will be staged as part
of Africa Trade Week from 23rd — 25th
June 2019, at the Gallagher Convention
dw
Centre, Johannesburg.
www.thehotelshowafrica.com

Sandton Convention Centre
www.fnbjoburgartfair.co.za
Information correct at time of going to press.
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Decorex designer gives behind-the-scenes
look at her newly-styled Hillcrest home

R

enowned for its incredible
representation of local designers,
Decorex Durban 2019 will
continue this tradition with the inclusion
of Jennifer Jones Interiors as this year’s
Decorex Designer Spotlight. Her eclectic
style and unique vision will be revealed in
this exquisite installation that forms part
of the extensive Decorex Durban feature
programme, taking place at the Durban
Exhibition Centre from 21 to 24 March
2019.
“We are so delighted to welcome
Jennifer Jones to the 2019 Decorex
programme and are intrigued to see her
take on the ‘Designing for Africa – feels
like home’ theme,” said Sian Cullingworth,
Portfolio Director at Reed Exhibitions.
“It was at Decorex Durban in 2001 that
Jennifer first launched her interior design
business and she astounds us, every time
she returns, with her beautiful creations.”
Commenting on her upcoming
Decorex Durban showcase, Jennifer said

she was excited to be involved in this
exciting exhibition: “Decorex always
provides an endless array of creative
inspiration for the design year ahead and
I’m so looking forward to sharing my
favourite 2019 décor trends.”
In the home of Jennifer Jones
As a way to give visitors a sneak
preview of the unique Jennifer Jones
style, the Hillcrest-based interior designer
has decided to reveal her personal tastes
as reflected in her new home. Having
recently moved to the Spanish-style town
house from her period home on the
Berea, Jennifer had to downscale and rework her furniture and décor into a whole
new space.
Kitchen
Jennifer explained that many modern
kitchens are incorporating seated areas
to offer a space for intimate meals, an
alternative work space or just a place to
relax. For her kitchen, Jennifer converted
an old desk into a kitchen table by
changing the top – using natural timber
to add a different element to the room,
and then re-fashioned a couch, simply by
adjusting the height, so that it could be
used at the kitchen table.
“I wanted to add mood to the
townhouse, using paint to give each room
a different feel. I painted the kitchen walls
quite a strong shade of grey - Mr Grey
from the Shaves Colour Collection - and
created a conversation corner as a place to
entertain and chat,” she explained.
The grey creates a perfect backdrop
for the Moulin Rouge inspired wallpaper
and framed family pictures that together
create a lovely warmth in the kitchen
while fishing basket style light fittings
add to the ambience with their dramatic
shadows.

Lounge

Jennifer Jones

charcoal, allowing it to blend seamlessly
into the wallpaper behind. I enjoy using
darker feature walls for smaller spaces
balanced with a lighter colour and mirrors
to add light, as it creates depth in a room.”
The ball and claw dining room suite
is in a mix of German silver and ebony,
giving this traditional furniture a whole
new look. The dining room chairs
have been finished in a German silver
technique, while the table is stained in a
satin ebony finish.

Lounge
“The challenge in this space was the
brickwork fire place,” continued Jennifer,
entering the inviting room. “I painted
the room in Maui Beach from Plascon,
a subdued shade of teal green which
offsets the white velvet sofas beautifully.
The brickwork was painted in Mr Grey
to delineate the fire place, with a screen
placed in the corner to draw your eyes
away from the flat area.”
Veranda
“This was a really fun scheme to put
together,” she said of the outside area.
“The vintage lounge suite was sprayed in
a matt black duco, picked up by the black
piping on the apple green upholstery. I
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Bedroom
Jennifer Jones, known as ‘The Queen of
Bedroom Success’, re-worked her design
from the 2018 Decorex Durban She Shed
using a gold and grey colour palette for
her own bedroom. “This was a big space
that happily allowed for my gold fourposter bed!” She explained.
Her love for layering different tones
and textures of grey, paired with accent
colours, is evident here.
The walls were painted in Mr Grey,
with the grey colour picked up in the
sheer curtains. The room was then
accessorised with gold, seen in the
lampshades, wallpaper and refurbished
bedside pedestals. Without question, the
standout piece in this luxurious room is
an exquisite chair, covered in Ardmore
velvet with rust accents. The inclusion of
gold, grey and a touch of pink finishes off
this masterpiece.

decorating more economically, taking
it room by room. There’s a much more
eclectic feel with people using existing
furniture and reviving it. This is important
because anything you’ve invested in
reflects a part of your personality.”
Commenting on a few trends she’s
enjoying, Jennifer said: “There’s a much
braver use of colour. People are moving
away from the neutrals, or they’re adding
a vibrant pop of colour. A lounge suite in
a neutral shade is always a good idea, with
feature fabrics and colours used on chairs
and cushions to create an updated look.”
Her overall design advice is: “Start with
what you have, and plan from there!” dw
www.decorex.co.za

Design tips from Jennifer Jones
“Many people live in homes with
older architecture and furniture that can
easily be adapted to make a new space,”
she explained. “These days, people are

Dining room
“This is a smaller space which had
an existing built-in cabinet with downlighting along one wall, that I painted in
Kitchen

am having loads of fun accessorising this
striking combination with everything
from brightly coloured beads in various
colours, to simple pops of colour in both
flowers and cushions.
The dining table is sprayed in apple
green duco to continue the colour of the
upholstery, contrasting beautifully with
the black and white chairs. This is picked
up in the black-and-white striped curtains
crafted in an outdoor fabric. This provides
protection and creates quite a cosy nook,
particularly on those nippy Hillcrest days.
This is a great alternative to the traditional
outdoor roll-down blinds.

Dining room

Veranda

Bedroom
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Dokter and Misses to open new solo show,
Practically Everywhere, at Southern Guild

D

okter and Misses launch a new
collection of collectible design
inspired by the creative disorder
and decay of urban ecosystems. Largely
consisting of sculptural cabinets in timber,
steel and glass, this new body of work
experiments with jagged shapes, odd
proportions and stacked forms overlaid
with textural surface treatments.
“Smooth surfaces are interrupted by
jagged lines and unconscious gestural
marks,” say designers Adriaan Hugo and
Katy Taplin. “Function is encapsulated
and overgrown by clumps of irregular
forms. Traditional furniture structural
configurations are turned inside out and
decorated with dysfunctional clutter.
Negative spaces become a nest for 3D
visual noise.”

Design Joburg, featuring Rooms on View announces CoLab
designers for 2019.
Inspired by Tramp Art and the
notion of needing to be busy, Practically
Everywhere aims to communicate the
feeling of being in an environment rather
than the actual environment itself. In
keeping with Dokter and Misses' strong
graphic signature, the new collection
overwhelms the observer while exploring
themes of over-saturation, disruption and
unconscious actions and reactions.
Ever responsive to their local
surroundings and Joburg’s inner city,
Hugo and Taplin conceived of this
collection as an abstracted study of the
urban ecosystem as it adapts to and is
overtaken by natural forces. Where others
might see decay and ruin, the designers
explore the evolving beauty as nature
reclaims the city.
Hugo and Taplin founded Dokter and
Misses, a multi-disciplinary product
design company, in 2007. Their respective
industrial and graphic design skills
combine to create work described as
“modernist, where strong construction
lines and a bold use of colour create
graphic shapes and spaces.” Their
innovative designs – including both
limited-edition and production furniture,

lighting and interior objects – have
captured the attention of interior design
enthusiasts across the world and defined
an original aesthetic that is distinctly
modern and African.
Dokter and Misses’ editioned work
has been shown at Design Days Dubai,
Design Miami/Basel, Design Miami/,
The Salon Art and Design and Collective
(both in New York), and as part of the
Graphic Africa exhibition at Platform
Gallery in London and Grains of Paradise
at R & Company in New York. They have
exhibited at major museums such as the
Cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian Design
Museum in New York and VITRA Design
Museum in Weil am Rhein, Germany and
have been featured in Wallpaper*, Dwell
and The New York Times. The couple
won the Icon Award at the Southern Guild
Design Foundation Awards 2015/2016,
and participated in the ground-breaking
programme Design Network Africa
(2012-2014).
14 February – 8 May 2019
www.southernguild.co.za
www.theguildgroup.co.za

F

or its third instalment, Media 10’s
Design Joburg, featuring Rooms
on View, is thrilled to announce
the nine designers set to transform the
Sandton Convention Centre into the
nucleus of decor and design on the
African continent.
As a signature initiative of the show,
the CoLabs are once again set to inspire
visitors with this stellar cast of designers
teaming up with a number of the country’s
leading brands to create captivating room
sets.
The 2019 headline designers include:
1. Tuami Zulu of Proportion Studio of
Design
2. Noks Nxumalo of Hush Interiors
3. Wendy Douglas of Douglas & Douglas
4. Lindie Ferreira
5. Julia Day of Generation
6. Nelson Kubheka of Ommni Design
7. Andrea Graaff
8. Dylan Thomaz
9. Fanie van Zyl of FVZ Studio
With the standard of design increasing
and the pull to Design Joburg reaching

an overwhelming strength, visitors and
exhibitors are especially anticipating the
allure of the shows CoLab features.
Design Joburg, 24-26 May 2019,
Sandton Convention Centre.
dw
www.designjoburg.com

Photo credit - Paul Samuels
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The lesson in reverse given by
Silvia Camporesi: "The artist is a worker"

What can AI do for you? Daniel Ting Chong uses creative coding
to create collaborative artwork for Design Indaba 2019

T

he Lesson in reverse held on the
final day of Cersaie was given by
Forlì-born photographer Silvia
Camporesi, the first woman in the history
of the initiative and the first photographer
after a long series of designers. Taking
the stage of the Europauditorium in
front of an audience of about a thousand
secondary school students, she was
introduced by Confindustria Ceramica
chairman Giovanni Savorani. “If we want
to remain the world leader, we must
educate and train new generations so
that they are capable of designing and
making products that are better than
those of others,” he said to the students.
“We need young people like you who are
highly motivated to learn and acquire
new skills, who have the energy to go
out and do things.” Education is even
more important in view of today’s digital
revolution, argued Savorani: “We must
understand how to train young people
and prepare them for this world of rapidly
changing technology.”
The theme of constant application
is also central to the method of Silvia
Camporesi, who believes that rules form
the basis of every artist’s work. “Rules
are fundamental for an artist,” she said.
“Forget about the idea of a chaotic genius:
the artist is a worker.” Camporesi retraced
the various steps in her career, starting

C

out from her very first work, Virginia,
back in the year 2000. “I began at my
grandmother’s house,” she said. “While I
mainly photographed objects, she always
appears in the background: I was trying to
say something personal. I began doing the
rounds of the galleries using these images
as my visiting card.” Then her career took
off and her next goal was more ambitious:
“I’m a cinema enthusiast, and a film is a
series of frames. I thought it would be nice
to be able to tell a story in a single image,”
she explained, presenting her work called
Un diverso stato. In this project dating
from 2004, she was inspired by a pair of
French autistic twins who could identify
prime numbers up to twenty digits long,

a concept she portrayed by using two
mannequins covered with hand-written
numbers and photographing them from
behind.
In keeping with the time-honoured
format of the Lesson in reverse, a group of
young people on the stage had a chance to
interview the artist, but several questions
also came from the audience. One student
asked her to explain her working method,
another asked about the artistic choices
she made in certain works, yet another
was interested in understanding the
relationship today between photography
and painting. Another asked about the
importance of post-production in a
photographer’s work. Her answer to this
last question revealed just how much the
technological revolution has changed the
way photographers approach their art:
“Once there was very little post-production
involved, but with the digital age it has
become essential,” she said. “Today
Photoshop is part of every photographer’s
work.” As an example she mentioned her
project La Terza Venezia which portrays
several monuments in the city of Venice.
In reality the images are reproductions: “I
took the photos in the Miniature Venice
in Rimini, photographing the buildings in
perspective as if they were real.”
dw

urrent conversations around the
future of Artificial Intelligence
tend towards the dystopic
- speculation around the possible
replacement of humans by machines and
their consequent obsolescence typically
running to doomsday scenarios. In
response Design Indaba and Daniel Ting
Chong - a former Design Indaba Emerging
Creative - are exploring an alternative
reality, one where technological symbiosis
creates something better, something that’s
both human and inhuman. It’s no longer
Man vs Machine, it’s now Man X Machine.
By imagining a future where neurons
and silicon collaborate, the dynamic shifts
from the adversarial to the supportive and
fosters a creative relationship between
man and machine that brings the best in
each together to create something more
than the sum of its parts.
Can we teach computers to be
imaginative? Can randomness make
something emotive and meaningful?
And what does this mean for design?
These are just some of the questions Ting
Chong asked when conceptualising the
promotional campaign for Design Indaba
2019, which runs from 27 February to 01
March.
"Everything truly interesting begins
with a question," states Ting Chong. "With
an overarching theme of ‘support’ as a
starting point, we pushed it further and
asked ourselves how AI, bots, computers
and applications ‘combine’ with us to
create our work and support us to make
beautiful things."
To answer these questions, he created

a script running through a set of
parameters – a world within which the
AI could explore and create. This method
paves the way for designer and computer
to generate something new, together.
The first step was for Ting Chong to
design a foundational set of shapes for the
AI to work with - the final 13 forms range
from squares and triangles to stars and
polygons filled with colours drawn from
a palette of Bubblegum Pink, Crocodile
Green, Fast Food Mustard and Night Blue.
Then Ting Chong added physics to the
mix, making the shapes bounce and settle
in a never-ending sequence of random
combinations. Now it was time for the
AI to play. Each time the code ran, a new
design was made, creating an infinite
number of variations and combinations.
The next challenge for Ting Chong
was helping the AI communicate key
information around the event through
the design – things like encouraging
Design Indaba Conference delegates

to save water or telling them where the
bathrooms are. “These are not the type of
things computers would ‘think’ about," he
comments.
The design team created a single
document filled with a description of the
programme itself and a string of numbers.
The entire promotional campaign for the
upcoming event – from online banners
to posters and social media posts –
was created using this one document,
illustrating how simplicity in design can
provide an elegant solution to a complex
problem.
So, what can AI do for you? Eleven
lines of code, 490 words, 13 shapes and
five colours. The campaign shows the
immense creative potential that lies in an
AI and human collaboration born out of
curiosity, creativity and mutual support
– what’s more this progressive project
embodies the global standard of creativity
for which the Design Indaba is renowned.
The Design Indaba 2019 will be held
at the Artscape Theatre Centre in Cape
Town and is widely regarded as the
leading conference of its kind. The awardwinning event is powered by Woolworths,
Mercedes-Benz and Liberty.
Ticket sales for the Design Indaba
Conference 2019 are officially open and
booking can be done through
www.webtickets.co.za
dw

www.designindaba.com

www.cersaie.it
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Micub, a tribute to Valencian tradition in the city centre
CuldeSacTM Custom signs the design of Micub, a new
catering concept for ‘Cerveza Turia’ lovers

A

dynamic space to enhance
relations between people. Under
this brief, Micub is born in the
Colón Market, an old gastronomic market
and one of the most emblematic buildings
in Valencia. CuldeSacTM Custom is
the studio in charge of materializing
this concept that evokes the culture and
tradition of the city, as well as the brand
philosophy of Cerveza Turia, the beer of
the Valencians.
With an aesthetic that takes the visitor
to the traditional gastronomic markets,
Micub is designed to take care of and
pamper ingredients in their purest state.
Wrapped in the universe of the Turia
brand, the space gives value to the
orchard, the roots and the origin of the
product. Micub ceases to be a cafeteria in
order to retake the essence of the original
market. Its bar becomes the central
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axis of the space and, in it, the products
that make up the menu are stored and
displayed. Through a design inspired
by the traditional storage of the market
baskets, a functional bar enhances the
product.
The architecture of the space, clean and
minimalist, dilutes the physical limits,
enhancing the more social character of
the place. Its interior structure is made
of glass and isn’t provided with roofs, so
that visitors can live and feel the soul of
the Colón Market during their stay. It is a
concept designed for people, which invites
them to enjoy the space in a dynamic and
very spontaneous way.
Through materiality, CuldeSacTM
Custom creates a game between the
minimal and the functional, the
technological and the traditional. Wood
and white predominate in the space,

respecting and alluding to the aesthetic
universe of Cerveza Turia. Steel serves as
a contrast and evokes the more industrial
character of the place.
The interior design has been generated
ad hoc for the project. Through the
furniture, a game of heights has
been created, giving spontaneity and
informality to the space. Its elongated
tables and the stone benches of the market
invite the guests to interact with the space
and enhance the more social side of
Micub.
Micub has the Mediterranean DNA
of Cerveza Turia impregnated in its
architecture and interior design. It is space
created to recover the more informal side
of tapas in the market. It is a tribute to the
gastronomy, tradition and culture of the
city and is positioned as a champion of
the beer of the Valencians.

CULDESAC™
CuldeSac, the strategic and creative
consultancy headquartered in Valencia,
produces ideas and concepts intended
to bring added value and business to
brands. The multidisciplinary team of this
creative lab is specialised in developing
and executing unique brand experiences
throughout the world. CuldeSac is
currently one of the most multifaceted
studios on the Spanish creative scene.
Internationally renowned and a
usual collaborator of Premium brands,
CuldeSac explores alternative avenues
for carrying out interdisciplinary projects
for spaces, product, branding, events,
dw
communication and PR.
www.culdesac.es
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Young designer of the Elgin Railway Market
Cape Town

B

usinessman
Roger
Orpen
approached Corban Warrington
to help him with a crazy idea - to
transform an old apple warehouse that sits
beside the train tracks in Elgin, into a new
food and craft market hot spot. Fresh into
his freelancing career Corban was hesitant
but always believed in jumping head first
into the deep end. Orpen and Corban
truly believed in making everything they
designed completely original, which in
these times is quite a difficult thing to do
but something Corban strives to achieve
in all projects.
The theme they wanted to create was
an industrialized version of Victorian
Style mixed with Art Deco/Nouveau.
There was a strong need to keep all the
raw finishes exposed while showcasing
attention to detail. The idea was that
everywhere you look, your eye would see
something it has never seen before. From
the four giant pulley and gear system
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fans that span across the center of the
market to every unique stair balustrade,
it is the perfect combination of creative
design and organized chaos. With the
help of local in-house manufacturers
lead by engineer Mike Sutton, they had
full freedom of design and were able to
push the boundaries of manufacturing
practices. By pulling all nighters and
getting comfortable with the angle
grinder they managed to get the doors
open in just over a year.
Another exciting add-on was the
partnership with Ceres Rail Company. A
steam train named Jessica that was built
in the seventies now runs a few times a
month between Cape Town and Elgin
and is an experience like no other. Local
traders were used to help bring economic
growth to the Overberg area which saw
the minister of Tourism, Derek Hanekom,
hop off the train on the opening day and
personally come to congratulate them.

Corban Warrington
Corban Warrington is an ocean loving,
pun throwing, curly haired industrial
designer looking to leave his mark on
this world. “I believe that as a designer
you should always challenge yourself
and push the boundaries in order to
grow and develop your skills. The way
I look at it is that if you are out of your
comfort zone, you are doing it right! I'm
passionate about all areas of design and I
love the fact that as creatives we have the
ability to take an idea from our minds
and turn it into a physical object. I strive
to make a difference in everything that I
touch, whether it is to be environmentally
conscious or create something that adds
value to the user or the environment. That
is what makes the sleepless nights and
coffee overdoses all worth it at the end of
dw
the day.”
Photographer, Chris Joubert
www.corbanwarringtondesign.om
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Micro-City for Creatives

by LumiGroup and Imperatori Design
Montréal, Canada
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Micro-City for Creatives

by LumiGroup and Imperatori Design
Montréal, Canada

T

he client’s mandate for Imperatori Design’s firm was summed up in one
sentence: “Create a unified environment, heterogeneous, alive, where one
would feel a positive vibe immediately upon entering.” Located in a classic
Mile-End industrial building, the location had the advantage of having access to
daylight on three sides as well as having a polished concrete floor with a beautiful
effect. The constraints were rows of industrial ducts beneath the high ceilings along
with a very tight 13-week schedule.
After observing the work habits of the future users and embracing the multimedia
creatives’ desire not to be limited to a singular style, the designers settled on a balance
between some structure and what might first appear to be slightly chaotic, which was
ultimately very intentional, taking into consideration the various functions.
The U-shaped design studios and corporate functions benefit from natural light while
the computer editing section occupies the windowless wall. Reflecting the “unified
environment” objectives, the wide circulation areas enhance the fluidity of exchanges
between departments. And as specified, the area dedicated to the well-being of
employees has a place of choice, under the east-facing windows.
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• Interior Designer: Imperatori Design
• Design team: Joanne Imperatori, Chantal Ladrie, Major
Galadrielle, Julien Lacroix
• Lighting design: Imperatori Design in collaboration with
LumiGroup (lighting agent) and other lighting manufacturers
• Project Manager: Devencore
• Building Owner: Allied
• General Contractor: JCB General Contractors
• Photo credit: Stéphane Brügger

Numerous cubes and small alcoves with various configurations, placed throughout
the open areas, make it possible to escape the ambient hubbub when the task requires
privacy or calm (informal meetings, client meetings, phone calls, concentration on
a specific task, unwinding, etc.). However, the link with the community is never
interrupted since the closed work spaces include transparent, if not open, partitions of
polycarbonate or glass. In addition to sculpting an architectural volume and bringing
the impressive vastness of the loft to a more human scale, these strategic shelters meet
the requirements of the mandate: optimizing freedom of movement while bringing
the creation of a dynamic visual to the space.
The entrance opens onto a large lounge, adjacent to the room that welcomes both
collaborators and customers as well as nomads wishing to sit, work, talk with a
colleague or simply re-energise. A play of proportions is established between the
concrete 12 ’ high ceiling and a grid of wooden beams fixed between the columns at
8’6” which has the dual function of bringing warmth to the space and camouflaging
the indirect LED light fixtures. The lighting is therefore discreet and ensures a subtle
but effective luminosity. The reception and the room enjoy a friendly ambiance.
“Employees, directors, customers, everyone loves it” shares a production coordinator.
In an effort to make the atmosphere as comfortable as being at home, the Imperatori
team, in collaboration with LumiGroup, varied the light sources—indirect, radiating
and focal—encompassing several types of lights: suspended, table lamps, floor lamps,
directional spotlights, sconces and LED tracks.
In an eco-responsible spirit, and in order to keep the costs within a precise budget,
the furniture is largely (75%) recovered from the old offices. With a few exceptions,
the workstations, ergonomic chairs, armchairs, etc. come from local Quebec
manufacturers, a priority encouraged by Attraction’s top leaders. Among the
recovered objects, in the cubicle of the corporate department, we notice the Laurent
dw
suspensions, collectors’ items made by the craftsmen of Lambert et Fils.
www.lumigroup.com/us/
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FONT 6 Apartment

by CaSA and Margherita Serboli Arquitectura
Barcelona

The apartment is located in a quiet and green passageway beside the Sagrada Familia
ever-on-site temple and belongs to Andrea Serboli, one of the two founders of the
architectural firm. It was therefore the perfect opportunity to develop a sample of the
firm’s style, having as a single limit a maximum budget to invest, and to find place for
a great number of objects and memories forming the owner’s collection.
The simple brief was to turn the house into a wunderkammer, a quiet retreat full of
emotionally charged objects, with at least one guest room besides the main one. The
1914 building is a fairly simple example of a modernist (Catalan Art Nouveau) building
in the Eixample district. The apartment, bought in a state of neglect, presented some
period elements, although most of them irreversibly compromised.
The original layout consisted of a series of partitions, in full style of the modernist
period, which divided the apartment into six rooms. The gallery overlooking the
interior patio of the block had been previously closed off with PVC windows; the
original period gallery windows had been lost before the purchase.
The challenge has been translated into the will to maintain the period elements that
could be saved, without rejection, to a flat with a distinct contemporary character and
as clear and diaphanous as possible.
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The two bedrooms next to the entrance had original features in good condition (floors
and doors above all). The presence of a lineal balcony that connects them to the treelined passage has contributed even more to the idea of restoring and reinstating them
in their original layout.
In the rest of the apartment, the impossibility of preserving the original floors and
the presence of bathroom and kitchen elements in a too prominent and unfavorable
position, led to the decision of the total removal of the remaining walls, making it
impossible to preserve the floors. The concept of the project is therefore guided by
the idea of emptying the apartment and inserting a lacquered, wooden-clad, groovepanelled blue box in the middle of the floor plan, modulating and redefining the
spaces around it in a more architectonic way.
The box contains a bathroom, designed more as a relaxing and intimate area. It is
the sancta sanctorum of the entire apartment, its entrance hidden and camouflaged
between the doors of the closets constituting the entire external facade of the box.
A semi-arc carves the blue volume transforming the corridor into an ample, curved
ceiling hall that connects visually day and night areas, finished in a lighter blue. The
box’s entire floor is raised to allow the drains of both kitchen and bathroom to reach
the pipelines of the inner shaft. The wide corridor flooring is covered in micro-cement
in a lighter shade of blue, matching that side of the box, and by the entrance its step
ends with a curve, exposing the original multicoloured geometric floor. The box
inner skin is a very warm shade of pink micro-cement, meant to contrast with its
cold exterior tones, wanting to convey the feeling of having reached a secret place,
the most intimate point of the apartment: the bathroom. From the outside of its
concealed doors, this warm coating can be slightly glimpsed and deduced only from
the living room through a circular funneled-glass window, placed above the kitchen
counter (another element that generates both privacy and curiosity). The same optical
glass, framed in matt black matching the taps, is used to screen the built-in bathtub
and shower. The room’s floor is covered in square grey tiles, forming a high skirting
board that shapes a masonry bathtub that doubles as a comfortable shower box. Tile
grouts are in a terracotta shade and faucets are matt black. A bespoke sink cabinet, a
custom-built, curved-shaped, angular mirror and a globe lamp complete the special
relax room.
The blue box external surface, a boiserie of grooved panels disguising the wooden
doors of storage elements, acts as 4-season cabinets on the side towards the main
bedroom, whilst on the light-coloured corridor side hides wardrobe, technical
cloakrooms and bathroom doors and finally becomes kitchen cupboards towards
the living room. In the living space, a large island hosting the hobs is designed as
a detached piece of the box and doubles as a comfortable table for more intimate
dinners or breakfasts. The airy and diaphanous living and kitchen space now benefits
from the light of a big new French window that opens on to the newly opened terrace,
populated by plants.
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In terms of materials, the entire apartment is treated spartanly and as a
single container, with very neutral elements and colours; where the original
floor could not be maintained, an ivory-colored, continuous micro-cement
has been used. All the false ceilings have been removed; Catalan vaults
have been recovered and painted warm white.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Apartment complete refurbishment. 75m2. Location:
Barcelona
Team: Andrea Serboli and Matteo Colombo for
Colombo and Serboli Architecture,
Margherita Serboli Arquitectura
Contractor: Global Projects - www.global-projects.es
Photos: Roberto Ruiz - www.robertoruiz.eu
Styling and art direction: CaSA

The neutrality of the described elements creates a container aimed to
make the lacquered blue box stand out. Dashes of colour contrasting with
the prevailing blues are the coral painted beams, which trace reinforcing
(both structurally and metaphorically) the ancient partitions that used to
divide what today is a single open space. The same coral shade is used
for the bespoke, curved bathroom cabinet. On the terrace, the laundry
door (rescued) is painted in coral, reappearing in the traditional ‘rasilla’
terracotta tiles of the outdoor floors.
Punctuating elements of more precious materials are mixed with more
basic elements and combined to generate a feeling of affordable luxury,
not ostentatious but to be found in everyday details. It is the philosophy
behind the use of brass in small elements such as the top of the microcement skirting boards or the thresholds where floors change; or the
choice of Portobello marble as the kitchen countertop, backsplash and on
the curved island and all the bespoke furniture pieces all lacquered and
handle-less.
The idea for the furnishing reflects the same philosophy, mixing luxury
furniture with vintage pieces: neutral colours, objects collected in travels
and paintings with a strong personal emotional character.
As the brass disc of Globe Fold Sconce that presides over the dining area,
designed by CaSA, the light is produced by Barcelona brand Metalware.
Below it, a long table used both as desk and dining, lacquered in ivory,
sided by vintage black Thonet chairs with wicker seats, rescued, sided by
cork and black metal stools, a limited edition from IKEA.
The living area is fitted with carefully chosen furniture: a Mags sofa and
Bouroullec designed Can armchair, both by HAY. Of the same brand, the
stools for the kitchen island: Edge 30. On the terrace, two Village chairs by
dw
Kettal and a table by the same brand.
www.kettal.com
www.colomboserboli.com
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Lake Garda
A dream HI-MACS® House

O

n one of the steep mountain slopes on the north-eastern shore of Lake Garda,
an entrepreneurial couple fulfilled the dream of their own luxury villa:
simple, transparent and exclusive down to the last detail. The whole house
- in which HI-MACS® has been used extensively - radiates light with a minimum of
walls, and huge picture windows. A real living and wellness dream “in the garden of
Europe” with fantastic views of picturesque villages, rugged mountains and of course
the deep blue Lake Garda.
“The owners wanted something different, with an appealing and design-led finish,
which meant we immediately knew HI-MACS® was the perfect choice of material.”
xplains Karl Dreer, managing director of the design and interiors company and an
expert when it comes to the processing of solid surface materials. In fact, the owners
themselves even call it “The HI-MACS® House”, with good reason. Apart from the
fabulous swimming pool area, the floors, much of the furniture and kitchen and
bathroom elements are all made of the solid surface material.
En-route to the fabulous grounds, breath-taking views of the brilliantly white cubeshaped structure and its huge glass surfaces reveal an amazing architecture with
the clear statement: “less is more.” White, with straight-lined surfaces this perfect
sculptural architecture seems to flow directly from the bright blue of the pool into the
darker water of Lake Garda.
The six-meter-long, concreted and foil-lined pool blends seamlessly into the terrace
floor. The overflow pool is not only a visual highlight but is also ecologically heated
and automatically cleaned. A photovoltaic system on the roof heats the pool and an
automatic measuring unit determines the chlorine content and the pH value. A robot
takes over the automatic cleaning. The entire pool technology, like the rest of the
house, was planned very precisely in every detail.
“Haute couture of terraces”
Dreer-Graf GmbH worked on a wide variety of patterns to entice to the owners, who
preferred the unusual retro-look seen here. Different radii of circles, supplemented
by filling pieces, result in a random pattern fabricated in HI-MACS®, using a complex
milling technology. The result: pure retro-design in which the pattern runs right
up to the pool, which is also enclosed in the solid surface material over its entire
surface, as are the steps leading into the pool and to the outdoor shower. A complete
irrigation level has been installed underneath the terrace. Walking along the creamcolored natural stone stairs, also designed by Dreer-Graf GmbH, you reach a small
piece of lawn, surrounded by an all-glass railing, and containing a bar with a hidden
refrigerator, also made of the solid surface material.
Minimalism meets solid surface enthusiasm
The entire outdoor area functions as a wellness area. Pool, shower and large pieces
of lounge furniture offer the perfect setting to enjoy the fantastic view to the fullest
where the design line of Living Divani alternates with unique pieces made of HIMACS®. Special focus is on the huge dining table – almost four metres long! With its
futuristic, cantilevered shape, it is a fabulous centrepiece, all made possible thanks to
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the ability to thermoform, and seamlessly join the high-tech material. HI-MACS® can
be formed into virtually any shape, exactly what was required for this outdoor table.
An electric teriyaki grill, enclosed in a round HIMACS® cladding, forms the core of
many cosy evenings in this architectural gem. A huge 3,40 x 4,40 metre seating area,
also in the solid surface material, offers ample space for relaxing. Small side tables
complete the picture. In the evening hours, the solid surface shimmers and shines in
the light, its UV, water and weather resistance ensuring the material is perfect for this
outdoor application.
Open Living room, craftsmanship that inspires
The living spaces are equally impressive in their design, featuring natural light,
combined with open-plan loft-style living, for a relaxed yet opulent lifestyle. A direct
visual axis allows an uninterrupted view of the huge lake on three sides. A huge white
Living Divani leather sofa serves as a centrepiece, surrounded by a contrasting black
rug. The oversized TV barely makes any impact in this huge room, with its 120 square
metre HI-MACS® floor.
The solid surface material was not only used for display purposes, but also in hidden
areas, such as the cladding of the circular ventilation grilles for the air conditioning,
and also the shadow gaps on the floor and ceiling. Speakers are integrated into the
HI-MACS® ceiling, as well as the lighting and inspection shafts. The result is exact
contours for every drywall element - from the niche to the ceiling.
Dining and cooking area
The home´s luxury dining and cooking area is situated in the rear of the 120m2
upper floor. The dining table, reminiscent of the outdoor table, has a black-lacquered
stainless steel frame, and is placed directly in front of the huge window area, so the
owners can enjoy the spectacular view of the lake with every meal. The Living Divani
chairs provide comfortable seating, and sophisticated designer lamps complete the
unique ensemble.
The ideal cooking island for open plan rooms.
The cooking island has been designed to blend into the open living room, free-standing
and as if made from a single piece of HI-MACS®. The design principle was simple: one
cube, straightforward with no curves which is complimented by the elegant Alpine
White colour. The central block is a monolith and, like the kitchen units and tall
cabinets, is made entirely of the solid surface material - with many ingenious details:
the simple, handleless mitred fronts with the electric opening system Servo-Drive; the
adjustable extractor hood; the designer control panel in stainless steel. An integrated
sink with seamless joins made possible with HI-MACS®, means the entire worktop is
extremely hygienic and easy to clean.
The “softness” of the material is particularly useful in everyday kitchen use unlike rockhard marble, granite or tiles. High-quality kitchen appliances complete the picture.
Even while cooking, the hosts can enjoy the fantastic view of the Mediterranean
landscape, thanks to the corner windows, which offer a spectacular view of the
mountains of Lake Garda.
Adjacent to the tall kitchen cabinet, which includes a hidden refrigerator, a low-level
run of units, consisting of three deep drawers and hidden lighting was installed,
leaving an impressive wall space for artwork above. This is accompanied by another
wall module that leaves plenty of room for all kinds of utensils. All units are easy to
open despite the lack of handles, thanks to the tip-on opening mechanism.
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An absolute highlight is the bio-ethanol fireplace. Fully automatic with a 25-litre tank
and remote control, it is not only beautiful, but also extremely functional. Naturally,
the entire chimney block was also made of HI-MACS®.
In the guest bathroom, bespoke nickel-plated and high-gloss polished handles mirror
the retro-terrace design, which is further reflected by the latticework in the room.
The slanted washbasin of the guest bathroom is not only distinguished by functional
refinements, such as a deeper towel compartment or an opening for the dirty towels,
but also impresses with the impervious, smooth and visually seamless HI-MACS®
surface. The oversized mirror makes the bathroom appear noticeably larger.

• Design and Fabrication: Campanardi DESANTI has developed
the entry- and submission planning, the technical planning such
as heating, sanitary, electrical, pool and the house´s exterior with
coordination of the Dreer-Graf GmbH.
• The complete interior planning and interior design was developed
and built by the Dreer-Graf GmbH.
• Carpet: Kymo
• Pendant luminaire: Occhio Modell Mito
• Chimney: Planika
• Material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White
• Photos: © Melanie Gotschke
• HI-MACS®. Because Quality Wins.

A latticework passageway
The staircase to the ground floor is the first area to depart from white HI-MACS®.
Dark smoked oak parquet softens the dominant white appearance, so that the
overall impression is very warm, without compromising the chosen minimalism.
Once downstairs, the view is directed over a 12 m long passageway, from which the
downstairs rooms are reached, all via “invisible” doors: the guest room, dressing room,
fitness room, bedroom, bathroom and the lift. Cupboards and doors are cleverly
concealed behind each wall element. At the end, towards the bathroom, wall panelling
finishes off the visual feast - but in reality, these are hidden cabinets too. Dramatic art
objects act as splashes of colour in this dark-and-white ambience.
The perfect material for exceptional design
The master bathroom with a hidden toilet area has a 1,90-metre washbasin and
features a large walk-in shower with a captivating view of Lake Garda. Floor, walls and
ceiling, everything is made of the solid surface material, seamlessly joined as if cast
from a single mould. The smooth nature of HI-MACS® means that the entire room is
hygienic and easy to clean, with integrated niches for storage and lighting joining the
seamless finish.
The master bedroom is adjacent to the bathroom, separated by a sliding door. Simple
Living Divani furniture elements in black and white can be found here. Next to it are
located the dressing room and fitness room.
One of the design highlights is the huge sliding lattice wall across the entire front
of the ground floor. The sliding doors are again made of HI-MACS®, and offer a
unique feature, only possible thanks to complex milling techniques. The open areas
are covered with fly screens and act as mosquito protection. At the same time, this
extraordinary design element is lockable and thus adds to the security of the property.
Each of the four parts is 2.5 metres long and opens easily, sliding into a recess in the
wall. This gives the owners the freedom to either enjoy the uninterrupted view of the
lake or view it through the stylish screen.
Each of these rooms - and furniture elements - required extensive skills, experience
and craftsmanship. The builders found both at Dreer-Graf. “Since the material has
been used in the architectural sector, we have been working with HI-MACS® from
Klöpfer Surfaces,” emphasizes Karl Dreer, project manager in charge of this wonderful
home. A subtle mix of elegance, light and craftsmanship characterise the atmosphere
of the whole house. No matter where you are in the house, brightness and Lake Garda
determine the atmosphere.
dw

www.himacs.eu
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ON THE
TERRACE

north is over rough terrain covered with
deep reddish and purple soils.
These soils are an ideal type of clay
that allows for easy modelling and high
resistance. No surprise then that Bailén
has a large industrial activity of ceramics,
along with wine, hospitality and the
development of an olive oil industry.
Here the locals grow olive trees which
are not only used for food and oil, but are
important in pottery manufacture as well.
Olive tree branches are the traditional
fuel used in the kilns for baking ceramic
wares. As the olive trees need pruning
periodically to bear larger and better fruit,
the trimmings are used. Dead trees are
also cut up for fuel.
According to the inhabitants of Bailén,
the making of household pottery has been
going on for countless generations and

Not just the
rain in Spain...

90
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I

f you think of Spain, various images
conjure up in one’s mind such as
the elegant Flamenco dancers, the
excitement of the bull run, mouthwatering
Paella dishes, tempting Ibiza Parties or
the fever of the Spanish football fans.
However, not many of us are aware of
an ancient art that originates from this
historic part of the globe.

Bailén, to be exact. (And for those
interested in history – it was also here on
19th July 1808 that Francisco Castaños
and the Spanish defeated the great
Napoleonic army for the first time during
the battle of the Peninsular War.)
Bailén lies in northeastern Andalucia,
315 kilometers due south of Madrid. The
road leading into the village from the

it is believed that pottery has been made
there since Roman times.
The town of Bailén owes the possibility
of its special industry to the fact that it
is built on top of its raw material. The
owner of each factory also owns his own
cliff or cantera de burro nearby. During
the working season (April to September),
the potters work in the factory all day
operating a wheel, or supervising the
work of their junior employees. A young
apprentice boy will do odd jobs around
the shop such as cleaning, carrying,
hauling fuel, stacking pots, and other
unskilled labor, until he has familiarized
himself with all the processes used in the
manufacture of the wares. He also goes to
the clay bank where he digs out the clay
and sees to its transportation to the shop.
Later, he is assigned to a specific maestro
in the shop, for whom he prepares the
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ON THE
TERRACE
they may crack or break during firing.
When the weather is damp, the pots are
dried in the rear of the fire box of the kiln
while a small fire of olive branches burns
at the opening.
The biggest part of the ceramics they
manufacture is destined for the gardening
sector – pots of different sizes, amphoras,
jars, etc. Finishes ranging from terracotta
to glaze, providing different colours and
textures to each model. In addition, they
also produce domestic turrets, lebrillos,
plates and other pieces whose special
enamel is certified for food use.
Most of the pottery goes to Madrid,
Seville, and throughout the Andalucian
area to such cities as Cordoba, Granada
and others where peddlers spend from 12
to 15 months at a time on the road selling
their merchandise. But just as you think..
oi!..what a lovely story – there is a happy
ending after all...
Yes, as destiny would have it, less than
40 of these (bigger than life) exclusive
antique Spanish pots have made their way
to our African continent (intact nogal)
and are available from Adri Neuper at IN
EEDEN DESIGN CONCEPTS.
dw
www.ineeden.co.za

clay, does the wedging, hands his teacher
materials, and takes away the finished
products. He is also taught to apply the
simple decoration that goes on some of
the basins and to stack the green ware in
the kiln.
When the apprentice boy is about 19
years old he begins to learn to use the
pottery wheel.
He is also permitted to make handles
and spouts for pots and gradually the
smaller and simpler complete vessels. By
the time he has completed his apprentice
period, the young man has learned how
to make all the various shapes without
supervision and with adequate rapidity.
He may now call himself a maestro.
The most common method of wedging
is rolling and kneading. The clay is rocked
back and forth, folded over on itself and
kneaded carefully to smooth out all the
small lumps and remove the air bubbles.
Nothing is added to the clay for temper.
Ideally, the vessels should dry in the
sun for 24 hours. If they dry too rapidly
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Kettal Outdoor
Kitchen

T

his new outdoor kitchen, the
epitome of simplicity, is made
from aluminium with an option
for the doors to be made from teak wood.
The Ceppo di Gré worktop closes
completely thanks to the movable panels.
It is fitted with water (tap, drain and
water heater) and electricity connections,
and has space for a fridge or even a wine
cabinet.
It is also fitted with a ceramic hob. An
optional auxiliary trolley can serve as a
support table when working in the kitchen
and also for transport and storage.
Available in 30 aluminium colours,
which can be matched to the colours of
the sliding doors, and in three Ceppo di
Gré colours.
dw

www.kettal.es
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TAIL OF
THE DOG

Moving

O

ver the years I have helped
friends and clients move
house. Now it was my turn,
to move from a house into a flat. The
first important thing was the plan of
the new place, furniture in position, so
that anything superfluous was sold or
auctioned.
I started early with my books.
I weeded out books I no longer
wanted, packed them into small wine
boxes (easily portable) and donated
them to book sales, charity shops,
friends. Then the kitchen – no need
for duplication on pots and pans,
crockery,
glassware.
Squirreled
contents of drawers were tossed out.
I eventually had basic essentials on
a counter top so I could camp for the
last month of living there. Clothing
and linen were next. Clothes I had
not worn for ages were given to a
worthy cause; the bedlinen, table
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www.designingways.com

linen and towels packed into lidded
plastic crates on wheels. West Pack
is a godsend for storage items. My
office was next, and again from
West Pack I bought black crates for
my files. Finally, the most difficult,
were the photographs – a whole kist
full of them. These I sorted at night,
so I could linger over the memories
of travels, people and occasions.
Endless photos of tiny yachts on
distant horizons, who knows where
and when. More of ponies trotting
around dusty fields, and countless
buildings from all over the world. It is
people that count, not the rest. Digital
photography and Cloud storage are
definite improvements.
Good cardboard packing boxes
came from Boxman in Sandton,
together with strapping tape, plastic
bin bags (to line the boxes of books or
clothes in case they get wet – at least

the contents can be saved), bubble
wrap and unprinted newspaper for
wrapping fragile items.
A good tip is to clean everything
before you pack, no need to take your
previous existence’s dirt with you. It is
essential to give the new place a PreOccupation clean, money well spent.
Don’t pack the final boxes to the
brim, there is always something that
appears, such as aprons behind the
kitchen door, dressing gowns ditto the
bathroom door, bits and pieces from
all over the place. Movers have what
they call Mop Up Boxes.
It was a seamless experience, only
one cupboard had to be lifted up the
fire escape. I am now settled in my
own Chateau Carton - and I have a lot
of boxes to unpack.
Gill Butler
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BRIGHT
IDEAS
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‘REFLECTIONS’

CAPE
CAPE
TOWN
TOWN

T

his month, the European Light
and Design Center (ELDC),
will be launching the new
‘REFLECTIONS’ range from Delta Light.
Delta Light (Belgium), world market
leader in architectural lighting, introduces
three decorative ranges, SOIREE, MILES
and MELO.
REFLECTIONS is a series of new
adventures in luminaire design.
A
mission to improve the relationships
between architecture, interiors, their
users and visitors. A poetic expression
of craftsmanship, light, technology,
texture, shape and mood. With these new
SOIREE

collections we want to help create the
right atmosphere, so that the experience
of every space is filled in a warm and
unique way.
The SOIREE range was designed to be
voluminous, lightweight and transparent.
Its sophisticated form creates a dense
and decorative effect, filled with a warm
light. The interaction between the pure
circular and rectangular forms, with the
warm light sources and the symmetric
configurations, triggers a dynamic
tension. The SOIREE is an entire family
of versatile suspensions for large or small
spaces. Both the round and rectangular
versions come in multiple sizes and two
colours – black or the unique Delta Light
Flemish Gold. In both shapes you have

with direct light on its below surfaces. At
the same time enhancing the space with
warmth, elegance and transparencies. All
shapes of the MELLO range are handmade,
the result of expert craftsmanship and eye
for detail. Available with LED Soft Dim or
dw
for E27 light sources.
www.eldc.co.za

photo mike hall
photo mike hall

MELLO

the flexibility to choose from a milkyglass sphere at its centre, or to opt for an
E27 bulb of your preference.
MILES is pure eye-candy. A collection
of four purely handcrafted glass shapes,
each in four different colours (pink,
amber, smoke or mist), each recognizable
yet unique in all respects. A family
of suspensions that play on the visual
contrast between the coloured and white
blown glass, combined with different
shapes and colours, also ideal for multiple
compositions. All shapes and finishes
are inspired by the interplay of opacity,
translucency and transparency. Its
translucent or milky forms and dynamic
light offer a countless number of scenarios.
When switched off its transparency makes
MILES almost disappear. When switched
on they provide a cozy and stylish
luminous presence, stimulating senses
and perceptions. The four MILES shapes
each come in two different versions, either
with an invisible LED source, or with E27
enabling you to opt for a classic or more
expressive bulb.
Our search for a more present and
flamboyant suspension resulted in a cooperation with master glass blowers, with
whom we worked on the balance between
object and light, between subtle colours,
densities and transparencies. The result
is MELLO. When turned off, its colours
gain definition; when turned on, they
disappear with gentle luminosity. The
MELLO offers a sense of special intimacy
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MILES
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ShutterGuard ® Matte White

SHUTTERGUARD® IS KIND OF LIKE GI JANE.
PRETTY BUT TOUGH.
ShutterGuard ® shutters are stylish, rustproof and lend any window or door sheer sophistication.
Perhaps more importantly, through innovative construction, they also provide high-end
security when closed. So you’ll have complete peace of mind when away from home.
ShutterGuard® Aluminium Security Shutters
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0861-1-TAYLOR (829567)
www.taylorblinds.co.za

